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Abstract
The quantum Hall effect (QHE) is used realise the standard for the unit of electrical
resistance, the ohm, in terms of fundamental constants h/e2. Epitaxial graphene on silicon
carbide has become the system of choice for this because of the large inter-Landau level
spacing, fast energy relaxation and very robust quantum Hall state, which is owed to the
charge transfer between graphene and the substrate. There are however non-equilibrium
dynamics in the quantum Hall regime in graphene, which need to be understood in order
to better implement the resistance standard in the future.
This thesis concerns the study of this non-equilibrium dynamics in graphene, and in par-
ticular the breakdown of the QHE. In conventional semiconductor 2DEGs it is achieved
by the study of the spectrum of the terahertz radiation emitted from the hot spots, where
the electrons enter and leave the 2D conductor.
In graphene the non-equilibrium dynamics can be investigated using the weak localisation
corrections to the conductivity, which are sensitive to any time-reversal symmetry breaking
perturbation, including temperature, magnetic field or ac electric field. High-frequency
microwave radiation was employed to generate hot electrons and showed that the response
of graphene is entirely bolometric.
The response to MIR radiation (λ: 5-10 µm) was studied by measuring magnetoresistance
of a graphene Hall bar in a wide range of magnetic fields. At intermediate magnetic fields,
the response is a combination of the direct bolometric effect and a change in the carrier
density due to radiation. The cyclotron resonance did not appear as expected at the
appropriate magnetic fields, which is discussed.
Finally, the breakdown of the QHE in graphene was investigated by measuring cross-
spectral noise power density over a 500 kHz window centred at 3.22 MHz. Comparing the
spectra to those of a GaAs sample it seems that the breakdown in graphene may occur in
the bulk of the graphene sample rather than in well-defined hot spots.
ix
Part I.
Introduction
1
1. Metrology and the quantum Hall effect
“Measurement is the quantitative comparison of an unknown quantity with a standard
quantity.”[1]. This requires that a standard quantity be defined. The established standard
quantity becomes the unit - the reference value of that quantity.
The science of measurement, metrology, focuses not only on definitions, but the best
method for attaining the correct value of the chosen standard value of a quantity, more
commonly known as accuracy, and the repeatability of the found value, more commonly
known as precision. These two considerations naturally lead to a heavy preoccupation
with uncertainty.
Generally the desired level for a metrological standard is to know a value with uncertainty
on the order of one part in a billion. While this may seem an abstract and hypothetical
preoccupation, it has strong practical consequences: the accuracy of any performed mea-
surement cannot exceed that of the defined quantity used in the measurement [2]. The
importance of this can be visualised by considering the machining of parts, for example
in aviation, but actually in any area of our lives from all vehicles to kitchen appliances.
Mass production gives countless examples and standardisation is key to all global trade,
not just in dimensions, but weight; time synchronicity; and also electrical power.
The Syste`me International d’Unite´s (SI) is a set of defined quantities that form the basis
of measurement systems. Its origins lie in the 19th century with some of the first stan-
dards being defined by physical objects known as artifacts, such as the kilogram. The SI
framework was established in 1960 and is based on international agreement (see fig 1.1).
As science and technology have advanced, more precise techniques for defining units have
become available such as replacing the physical metre rule with definition according to the
length of the path of light in a vacuum.
The base unit of electrical metrology is the ampere, with the volt and the ohm as defined
‘derived’ units. The ohm is represented using the quantum Hall effect, which manifests as
steps in transverse resistance in a two dimensional material, when it is carrying current
and subject to a magnetic field at low temperatures (fig 1.4). These steps are defined by
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a ratio of the fundamental constants h, Planck’s constant and e, the electron charge, with
the latter squared: h/e2. This ratio is known as the von Klitzing constant, RK , named
after the scientist Klaus von Klitzing who discovered it in 1980.
The way the SI system works currently is to define solely the base (and derived) units.
This means that the fundamental constants of nature are also measured quantities and
ascribed an uncertainty, as can be seen at the front of many textbooks.
However, it is believed that the fundamental constants, such as h and e, are unchanging,
possibly for billions of years [3]. The proposed redefinition of the SI system is to fix
the fundamental constants h, e, Boltzmann constant, kB and Avogadro’s constant, NA,
remove their associated uncertainties and use them to define the base units. This would
then guarantee longevity against future technical improvements.
1.1. Redefinition of the SI
There are currently seven SI base units: the metre, m, the kilogram, kg, the second, s, the
ampere, A, the kelvin, K, the mole, mol and the candela, cd. The names of SI units are
always written in lowercase letters, even where the unit symbol is a capital, showing that it
is derived from a proper name. These cover the key quantities used in science to quantify
the world around us: length, mass, time, electrical current, thermodynamic temperature,
amount of substance and luminous intensity. This demonstrates how metrology stands
at the unique convergence of the conceptual and the practical. It is then important to
bear both considerations in mind when approaching the problem of defining a reference.
A definition can be abstract, just as any chosen value can be arbitrary. In fact, some
would say any chosen value is inherently arbitrary, but the interplay of definition and
the motivation behind it to the chosen value have formed the rich and evolving history
of units and the SI. An additional component arises when a system of units is under
consideration: the units need to be coherent in order to form a system, rather than simply
being a collection. The coherence of the SI as it stands is given by the laws of mechanics
and electromagnetics [4].
The specific meaning of coherent in this context is that any unit should be related to any
other unit by only a multiplicative or divisive combination, with a numerical prefactor of
unit [4] This simple requirement is actually very stringent and results in the formation of
two classes of dissemination of unit: the realisation and the representation of the unit.
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The realisation of a unit is based on well defined principles, such as Maxwell’s laws, and
produces the unit in terms of the SI definition. The representation of a unit is a quantity
which can routinely be compared the other standards. The existence of representations is
necessitated by the fact that realisations are often difficult and time consuming, which can
be prohibitive for routine calibrations. It is also the case that the sequence of measurements
performed to get the result in coherent SI units is not necessarily the best in terms of
precision, and while a more precise technique may exist it does not yield necessarily its
results in SI units.
Figure 1.1.: International collaboration over physical units began in 1875 with the Convention
of the Metre, which now forms the legal basis of the SI which was adopted by the Convention of the
Metre in 1960 [4]. There is a diplomatic and a technical body; the CGPM (General Conference of
Weights and Measures) and the CIPM (International Committee of Weights and Measures) respec-
tively. The International Bureau of Weights and Measures (BIPM) is an international laboratory
with a coordination role as well as an experimental one. However it is not a top-down management
scheme. Generally, proposals for change originate from the metrological community and are put
forward by consultative committees which can also form working groups that investigate and make
detailed recommendations. These are then ratified in due course. Image and explanation after [4].
There are direct and indirect realisations for units. Indirect realisations rely on formulae,
while direct realisations compare representations of a unit to the SI unit. While direct
realisations may be challenging, they have the benefit of not assuming the validity of
formulae. Agreed upon values are then the result of considering several representations as
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part of realisations, which are then weighted in the final consideration.
Representations then either constitute the primary standard against which customer cal-
ibrations are carried out or calibrate the primary standard (fig 1.2). The existence of
representations has advantages such as providing a cross-check of values without sys-
tematic errors and providing flexibility for technological development. However, some SI
definitions have not been able to endure against improvements in measurements despite
the flexibility of representations.
One example is the metre. The metre had more than one artifact definition, with the latest
one agreed in 1889. This was replaced in 1960 using the wavelength of radiation emitted
by krypton-86. The choice was made in part due to the advancement of microwave clocks
compared to optical frequency clocks. It was a good choice in that despite being and
advanced technique, it had not reached the limits of its development [5]. However in 1980
the current definiton was introduced which fixes the speed of light, but is more abstract.
This did not mean that it became obligatory to measure the length of the path of light in
a vacuum, but it did allow for the improving optical clocks to later replace the microwave
clocks as the preferred technique without inadvertently outdating the definition. This
example demonstrates the advantage of a making the definition more abstract. Although
doing so may seem counterintuitive because the definition becomes further removed from
an everyday physical quantity and may become more difficult to understand, it provides
longevity for the unit.
The fact remains that a system for setting reference quantities would ideally be formed
of unchanging components. Unfortunately artifacts drift which poses problems both with
self-consistency and international agreement. Furthermore, minimising uncertainty of SI
units is indispensible, not for its own sake but because in the calibration chain approxi-
mately one order of magnitude is lost in precision with each stage [6].
While technological advances would seem to enforce the continual evolution of unit defi-
nitions, advances in physics have actually provided the potential for permanence with the
advent of quantum standards. Quantum standards not only have the benefit of giving
very precise quantities that originate from atomic level properties of a substance, but are
directly defined by fundamental constants. This can be reversed so that measurement of
quantum phenomena provides an accurate measurement of the fundamental constants of
nature. This opens the way to a new basis for the coherence of a unit sytem: to fix the
fundamental constants, rather than treating classical laws as immutable.
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Figure 1.2.: An example of a calibration chain - the dissemination of the volt at the national
standards laboratory of the USA, NIST. The loss in precision with each stage is evident.Image and
explanation after [4].
This could seem to be a big change in the approach to the SI, but it was recognised
already by Maxwell in an address to the British Association (an early unit committee), in
1890 that the use of nature’s constants would be preferable [5]. To paraphrase his speech,
a standard based on something fundamental i.e. that cannot be reduced further, such
as wavelength, is reliable because any alteration to it would change its inherent nature.
For instance, to alter the mass of hydrogen would result in having a different element.
This is not necessarily the case with macroscopic quantities and phenomena. This more
than supports the modern view that were the scientific community to set out to make a
measurement system now, this would be the approach taken [1]. Fundamentally this is
because the first reproducible measurements did not understand what was being measured
to the same extent as is known today.
Some of the benefits of making the change can already be anticipated. Firstly, the kilogram
will finally be able to move on from being defined by artifact [5]. Secondly, there will be
a reduction in uncertainty, both for SI units and other constants. This was seen when the
value of the speed of light, c was fixed. Consequently it fixed the magnetic permittivity of
free space, µ0 and the permeability of free space, 0, which then allowed for improvements
in the uncertainty of the fine structure constant, α [3].
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1.2. Electrical metrology
Historically the electrical units had electochemical representations. Weston cells were used
as the standard for electromotive force (fig 1.3). Despite being an artifact they were not
necessarily easy to use because when fully saturated the cell had a very strong temperature
dependence.
Figure 1.3.: The self-consistency checks that can be performed for all three electrical units if
quantum standards are used.
The ampere is the base electrical unit but it is rarely used as the starting point for realising
electrical units. Coincidentally, its early definition by electrolysis of silver and weighing
the deposited amount was dependent on the Faraday constant, which contains the electron
charge -then determined by the Millikan oil drop experiment. Despite its elegance, this
definition was difficult to implement and was replaced in 1948 by the modern definition
which is based in Ampe`re’s law and the resultant force that occurs between two current
carrying wires in a vacuum. Although this definition has not yet been superceded, this
measurement is no longer carried out because its precision was limited to apprixmately
one part in 106 [5].
Any representation is linked back to the SI unit, the absolute realisations of which is
determined by linking electrical and mechanical measurement. A cornerstone of this is
the calculable capacitor, as envisioned by Thomas and Lampard in 1956 [5], which uses
four fixed and one mobile cylinder to measure the cross capacitance. This technique has
the advantage that in it the capacitance depends only on length, and it allows the length
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to be measured by displacement, rather than absolute distance [4]. Thus the metre yields
the farad, which then yields the ohm. An absolute realisation of the volt can be obtained
from the change in height of mercury in an electric field [5].
Since the advent of quantum phenomena very precise representations of the volt and the
ohm are available, which are determined only by fundamental constants h and e. Their
relatively simple implementation and fundamental basis then already allows for little need
to distinguish between the SI unit and its representation [7].
1.2.1. Metrological triangle
Using quantum standards not only directly relates the electrical units to fundamental
constants, but the units are therefore easily related to each other. This provides a self-
consistency check that is free of systematic errors on the measurements themselves, but
also on the values of h and e which has been important to the proposal for redefining the
SI.
Figure 1.4.: The self-consistency checks that can be performed for all three electrical units if
quantum standards are used.
The Josephson effect and quantum Hall effect have been used internationally as represen-
tations of the volt and the ohm respectively since 1990 and as such have uncertainties that
are suitable for metrology. Current remains to be measured at such a level and complete
the triangle, but the method used - of counting or ‘pumping’ electrons, has made signifi-
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cant advances in recent years. All of these experiments require low temperature conditions
and the attendendant expertise and expense to run them.
A Josephson junction is formed of two superconductors separated by an insulating barrier.
The ac Josephson effect is where a dc superconducting tunnelling current passes across
the Josephson junction in the presence of an applied microwave field when the voltage
across the barrier satisfies 2eV = nhf , where f is the frequency of the radiation. Within
10 years of the prediction of the effect in 1962, several countries had agreed on 2e/h to
keep their voltages in agreement and in 1990 KJ−90 = 483759.9 GHz V−1 the frequency-
to-voltage ratio was internationally agreed upon [5]. The effect introduced the idea of a
quantum standard and then demonstrated its efficacy as experiments have confirmed its
value to be independent of material and experimental conditions on the order of parts
1016 [5]. It also demonstrated the continued need for international agreement as prior to
1990 even the Josephson volt was found to have a 12 part per million variation across
national measurement institutes (NMIs) [7]. Despite this, it quickly demonstrated the
drift present in standard cells, and helped to identify stable ones [3]. For the first time it
was also possible for other laboratories to adopt this technique, significantly reducing the
frequency with which calibration at the NMI has to be performed [4].
The quantum Hall effect manifests in increasing magnetic field as steps in the tranverse Hall
voltage, with simultaneous oscillations in the longitudinal voltage such that the minima of
the longitudinal coincide with the plateaus of the transverse voltage (fig 1.4). This occurs
because the density of states of a two-dimensional material are quantised into discrete levels
by the magnetic field and consequently dictate the conductance. The resistance value of
the transverse plateaus depends on the fundamental constants h, e and the number of
completely filled levels, i: RH =
h
ie2
for semiconductors. The agreed upon value was
therefore chosen to be h/e2 and set: RJ−90 = 25812.807557(18) Ω.
Electron pumps work on the principle of electrostatically isolating electrons and setting
barriers such that current flow is achieved through tunnelling. The device bears opera-
tional similarity to a transistors and so is often known as a single electron transistor. By
creating two such islands and varying the voltage in the gates it is possible to achieve
better directional control. The frequency of the gates then dictates the current output:
I = ef . Although tunnelling is inherently probabilistic, good control can be established:
GaAs quantum dot pumps can achieve 50pA with current accuracy of 15×10−6 [8] which
can be further improved by tailoring the shape of the gate waveform to achieve 150pA with
current accuracy 1.2×10−6 [9]. The best current accuracy achieved until now is 0.2×10−6
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[10]. However in order to complete the triangle, higher current is needed with at least
an order of magnitude better accuracy is necessary. The limiting factor appears to be
that increasing the frequency further can excite the electron, actually causing a loss of
precision.
It is worth briefly mentioning an important piece of equipment used in electrical metrology,
the cryogenic current comparator (CCC). It is used to make precise measurements of the
quantum Hall and Josephson effects because it allows very low noise operation with small
signals as well as having the capability of maintaining exactly the same dc current to
two devices simultaneously. The CCC requires liquid helium to work as the priniciple
depends on passing two currents in opposite directions inside a superconducting shell.
Due to the Meissner effect any magnetic field is expelled outside the shell with the result
that the magnetic field sensed out the shell is proportional to the difference of the two
currents. This can then be monitored. The one problem with this is that specialised
electronics (and operational expertise) required which has severely limited the number of
laboratories where it can be found, as at higher signal amplitudes resistance bridges are
usually adequate.
Figure 1.5.: Left: Artifact representation of the ohm - a wire wound resistor. Such standard
cells become more stable over time, when maintained in constant conditions. Oil
baths are often used to ensure this. Right: A GaAs sample on a ceramic TO-8
header suitable for metrology. The background grids are from squared paper.
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1.3. Graphene and the ohm
The quantum Hall effect is the litmus test for two-dimensionality, precisely because its ulti-
mate pre-requisite condition is two-dimensional confinement of carriers. Graphene has no
thickness beyond the one layer of atoms that constitute its honeycomb lattice. The charge
carriers are massless Dirac fermions, which are relativistic particles, and therefore rather
than being governed by the Schro¨dinger equation, are governed by the Dirac equation.
This means that when experiencing a magnetic field the discrete allowed energy levels are
not equidistant, like in a harmonic oscillator, with a linear dependence on magnetic field.
Instead, the Landau levels are proportional to the square root of magnetic field, which has
much greater separation between the lowest energy levels.
Figure 1.6.: The longitudinal and transverse resistivity for monolayer graphene as demonstrated
in the 2005 paper by Novoselov and Geim demonstrating the Dirac fermion nature of the material
[11]. The numerical factor governing the fillling factor and distinguishing it from semiconductor
2DEGs is contained in the units on the axis.
The energy separation of the Landau levels sets the conditions necessary to observe the
effect in terms of temperature and magnetic field. Any thermal excitation due to temper-
ature must be less than the separation of the levels to allow them to be resolved and the
magnetic field has to be large enough to provide sufficient available states for the carrier
density to fit into the lowest Landau levels which are the ones with which full quantisation
can be seen. The separation is vastly greater in graphene than GaAs heterostructures:
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1300K at 10T for graphene vs 200K for GaAs [12]. The wide separation of the Landau
levels is most vividly demonstrated in the fact that uniquely for graphene, the quantum
Hall effect has been observed at room temperature [13]. Due to the precision required for
metrology, room temperature measurement is inadequate, but it illustrates how graphene
is able to provide a significant parameter shift.
The first work to show quantisation approaching the metrological level set by 2DEGs
was performed on very small flakes of only a few microns in size [14]. The precision
achieved for RK/2 was 15 parts per million, in spite of the low critical currents that
were achieved. This was significant because it was clear evidence for much higher criticial
currents being feasible on marginally wider devices. It also highlighted the importance of
contact resistance as the limiting factor for critical current, in particular the variation in
resistances for contacts on the same device.
The production of graphene by subliming silicon carbide (SiC), known as epitaxial graphene,
was initially hindered by the inherently large carrier density produced. By altering the
production technique so that carrier densities were reduced by approximately an order of
magnitude, to no greater than 1012 cm−2, made it possible to reach the ν = 2 plateau in
the magnets typically available in non-specialist laboratories of <18T. Significantly, pre-
cision of 3 parts per billion was achieved at 300mK [15] which is an improvement of four
orders of magnitude. The use of epitaxial graphene represented a technological advance,
with many Hall bars being fabricated onto a SiC wafer with patterned Ti/Au contacts
having low contact resistance and devices showing uniform mobility and carrier density
throughout the wafer. The robustness of the effect was confirmed by quantisation seen
at 4.2K, with precision reduced by one order of magnitude. This was the start of a body
of work to understand the material and develop the technology for homogenous, stable
devices suited for metrological use that is further explored in later sections and that this
project is a part of.
The quantum Hall effect was thought to be universal, and material independence had
been verified by comparing different semiconductor heterostructures. The test against
epitaxial graphene presented an extra level of rigour because the physics of Dirac fermions
is different and gave further support to the basis of the redefinition of the SI. The two
devices were measured simultaneously in two separate cryostats with a CCC providing
current to each. The relative standard uncertainty of quantisation was determined by the
difference in value between the epitaxial graphene and the GaAs, normalised to RK/2, and
was found to be 8.7 × 10−11 [16]. This uncertainty is lower than that typically achieved
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for semiconductor comparisons of around 2 or 3 × 10−10. It is of particular importance
that the limiting factors in the measurement did not come from the graphene, but the low
critical current of the GaAs device and the room temperature resistor used as a transfer
standard.
The observation of the quantum Hall effect with 2DEGs requires low temperatures, prefer-
ably <1K, and high magnetic fields >10T. This has restricted the number of laboratories,
even amongst NMIs [4], that perform quantum Hall experiments due to the equipment
necessary to create those conditions being both expensive and requiring expertise to oper-
ate [6]. To achieve any reduction in the chain of calibration is clearly beneficial, typically
saving one order of magnitude in precision per stage eliminated. Since the successful pro-
liferation of the Josephson volt to industry laboratories [4] getting the primary standard
as close to the end user has become a goal of modern metrology [6]. As a result of the
fact that the quantum Hall effect in graphene can manifest in low fields and with high
precision around 4.2K [17] it is now possible to make this a reality.
The use of a table top cryogen-free cryostat that works with a 0.25W pulse tube cooler
achieves 3.8K, and when fitted with a fist-sized 5T magnet removes the expense and
difficulty of operation from the measurement of the qunatum Hall effect [6]. A 15 minute
measurement yields a precision of 5 × 109 which is reduced by an order of magnitude if
performed for over an hour, another benefit of the cryo-free system being that time is no
longer limited by helium evaporation.
Work on device optimisation, however continues, not least as samples ideal for traditional
low temperature and high field use are not necessary ideal in the new parameter regime,
with inhomogeneity being of particular interest due to the low carrier density needed for
use in 5T. Contact resistance remains a key issue as high critical current is still required to
achieve a good signal-to-noise ratio, and variation of resistance across individual contacts
per device is also seen to be detrimental on epitaxial graphene [17]. While annealing
the device is found to be effective in reducing contact resistance on flakes [14], contact
resistance needs to be addressed at the fabrication stage in epitaxial graphene.
Recent work has shown that without taking some extra steps there is indeed a spread of
contact resistance both across the wafer and individual devices, from less than an ohm
up to a hundred kilo ohms, with a particular increase in number between one and 10 kilo
ohms [12]. It was shown that this is not due to resist residues in the fabrication process
as no significant difference could be found by using a a clean fabrication technique that
specifically prevents residues being left under the device contacts. Instead it is found
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Figure 1.7.: The longitudinal and transverse resistivity for monolayer graphene as demonstrated
in the 2005 paper by Novoselov and Geim demonstrating the Dirac fermion nature of the material
[11]. The numerical factor governing the fillling factor and distinguishing it from semiconductor
2DEGs is contained in the units on the axis.
that the geometry and position of bilayer inclusions is the primary cause. This can be
minimised by using express optical microscopy [18] to exclude use of wafers with >10%
bilayer coverage, and orienting devices parallel to the terraces of the SiC substrate where
they predominantly occur. Furthermore if there is an inclusion in the voltage probe ‘leg’,
extending the contact to cover and thereby shunt it also helps. This has influenced device
design and helped to make a successful prototype of a 100 Hall bar array [19].
Arrays are used in order to cover decades of resistance (or voltage) as part of the calibra-
tion process. Parallel connection of many devices allows a higher critical current to be
sustained, but homogeneity is the most vital aspect as all the devices need to be quantised
at the same field. If non-uniform doping affects some devices in the array, then overall
quantisation cannot be achieved. 100 Hall bars on the ν=2 plateau mean that the value
of interest is RK/200 which was found with a precision on 10
−4 [19]. This precision was
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limited by the 1% variation in quantisation across the individual devices.
Critical current is therefore not only important to single devices, but to the use of arrays
as higher critical current density allows the use of narrower channels, which are then more
likely to be uniform across the channel width [19]. There are numerous models pertaining
to critical current and the breakdown mechanism that destroys the quantum Hall state,
but as it is a complex problem, none as yet which are predictive. Finding one which was
predictive would be a great boon, and graphene is an ideal material to explore the topic
due to its relative ease of fabrication, robustness and inherently high critical current.
1.4. Summary
The SI was formed of and continued to evolve as a system of coherent units, based on
classical laws and put into practise using the best available techniques of the time. There is
now an opportunity to redefine the system based on fixed values of fundamental constants.
Establishing the viability of this has been an ongoing process, in which electrical metrology
has held an significant role, due to the discoveries of quantum phenomena in the second
half of the 20th century.
Facilitating the dissemination of primary standards in order to reduce the relative standard
uncertainty available to the end user is now coming within reach and poses new technical
challenges. Fundamental challenges also remain in understanding the mechanisms behind
the limiting factors, including those of the metrological triangle. One of these is the
breakdown of the quantum Hall regime due to applying current in excess of a critical
value.
Graphene has opened a new avenue of investigation into this effect. This project has,
therefore, used several techniques to investigate the material, with a view to gaining
insight into this problem.
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2.1. Electronic band structure
Graphene is a single atom thick sheet of carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb structure.
It is an allotrope of carbon, like diamond, graphite and Buckminster fullerene, but unlike
those materials it is a two-dimensional crystal. It was originally isolated from bulk graphite
[20], and so has the most in common with it out of the three-dimensional allotropes.
However, the electronic bandstructure of graphene has important differences, which result
in the exceptional mechanical and electrical properties associated with it.
The successful isolation of graphene using mechanical exfoliation [20] was unexpected, be-
cause it had been theoretically stated by Peierls, Landau and Mermin that two-dimensional
crystals would be unstable against thermal fluctuations. Work on thin films appeared to
strongly support this, with materials losing continuity below a few layers [21].
Nonetheless, graphene had been extensively studied theoretically and its bandstructure
was calculated in 1947 [22]. The unique property of graphene is that rather than having
conventional electrons and holes, it has so-called Dirac Fermions [11]; massless ones in
the case of monolayer and massive ones for bilayer graphene. This arises because the
conduction and valence band touch, making graphene a semimetal, or a gapless semicon-
ductor. The touching bands and subsequent Fermi velocity mean the charge carriers are
relativistic and as such their energies are better described by the Dirac equation than the
Schro¨dinger equation.
In order to form the graphene sheet the valence structure of carbon: 2s12s22p2, is hy-
bridised to 3sp2p2, which allows for three σ bonds and and one pi bond to form. The σ
bonds form the honeycomb structure and the pi bonds are oriented perpendicular to the
plane. Hexagonal structures are also seen in aromatic molecules, notably benzene, where
it is well known that the ring is formed of slightly unusual covalent bonds which have
strength inbetween that of a single and a double covalent bond. This is made possible
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by the sp2 hybridisation, and in graphene makes for a strong and flexible crystal. The pi
bonds then form the conduction and valence bands.
Figure 2.1.: On the left is the real space lattice with the unit cell and its vectors indicated. The
triangular sublattices are distinguished by colour and labelled A and B. On the right is momentum
space, showing the Brillouin zone with the important symmetry points and the unit cell vectors in
reciprocal space. −→a1 = a2 (3,
√
3), −→a2 = a2 (3,−
√
3),
−→
b1 =
2pi
3a (1,
√
3),
−→
b2 =
2pi
3a (1,−
√
3). a is the C-C
bond length, 1.42A˚.
The crystal lattice is composed of two triangular lattices, because a honeycomb structure
does not have the translational symmetry required to form a Bravais lattice. This has
the result that the unit cell of each sublattice is composed of two atoms which are not
adjacent to each other in real space. The hexagonal network is restored by the interlacing
of the two triangular sublattices.
The existence of two sublattices has fundamental consequences. It doubles the features
of the bandstructure, resulting in six points where the pi bands cross on the Brillouin
zone. This doubles the number of available states. It also results in chirality for the
charge carriers, giving additional confirmation of their Dirac-type nature, and which will
be discussed later in this section.
The tight binding model can be used to construct a Hamiltonian to yield the bandstructure
of a material, and has the advantage that the wavefunctions used resemble atomic orbitals.
The bandstructure demonstrates the dependence of energy on electron momentum, which
is a function of its position in the lattice. The dependence of energy on momentum is
known as the energy dispersion, E(
−→
k ). Due to the large geometric separation of the σ
and pi bond wavefunctions, and the large energetic separation of the bands they form, the
energy and momentum of the charge carriers can be determined by applying the tight
binding model to the pi electrons only. This will then reveal the linear energy dispersion
at low energy excitations that determines the unique behaviour of graphene.
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Figure 2.2.: On the left is the bandstructure calculated using the tight binding approach to get
the full energy dispersion. From ref.[23]. On the right is a 3D representation of the pi bands to
show the six Dirac cones forming at the corners of the Brillouin zone. Each sublattice contributes
three cones, which alternate around the hexagon, and are distinguished by denoting one set K and
the other K’. From ref.[24].
The tight binding approach considers the interaction of a single electron at a lattice site
with all other lattice sites. By considering the creation and annihilation of an electron on
a lattice site, i, or its neighbours, j, the Hamiltonian can be constucted to include the
self-energy of the electron, and it hopping to other sites:
H =
∑
i
ic
†
ici −
∑
〈ij〉
γijc
†
jci (2.1)
c†i and ci create and annihilate an electron at lattice site Ri.
Due to the repetitive nature of the lattice it is sufficient to consider nearest neighbour
atoms, which are however of different sublattice, a and b:
H =
∑
i
p2a
†
iai +
∑
i
p2b
†
ibi − γ
∑
〈ij〉
b†jai + a
†
jbi (2.2)
p2: self-energy of p2 orbital, γ: hopping amplitude between sublattices
In order to find the dispersion relation, E(
−→
k ) it is necessary to solve the problem in
momentum space.
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HΨ(
−→
k ) = E(
−→
k )Ψ(
−→
k ) (2.3)
In order for there to be a non-trivial solution for a homogenous system, the determinant
must be zero. A new matrix, S is used to account for the overlap of adjacent atomic
orbitals.
∣∣∣∣∣HAA(
−→
k )− E(−→k )SAA(−→k ) HAB(−→k )− E(−→k )SAB(−→k )
HBA(
−→
k )− E(−→k )SBA(−→k ) HBB(−→k )− E(−→k )SBB(−→k )
∣∣∣∣∣ = 0 (2.4)
The matrix elements are simplified by the fact that the two sublattices are identical.
Matrix elements concerned with interactions only within one sublattice are independent
of sublattice index. Elements concerned with interactions between the sublattices but in
opposite directions are complex conjugate.
Additionally, if there is no overlap between adjacent atomic wavefunctions, as can be
assumed, S becomes the identity matrix yielding a fairly simple form for the dispersion
relation:
E(
−→
k )± = HAA(
−→
k )∓
∣∣∣HAB(−→k )∣∣∣ (2.5)
The nearest neighbour interaction approximation also renders interactions within sublat-
tices constant, leaving only the matrix elements concerned with inter-sublattice hopping
to contribute.
E(
−→
k )± = ∓
∣∣∣HAB(−→k )∣∣∣ (2.6)
Solving for E(
−→
k ) gives the bandstructure for the whole Brillouin zone (BZ):
E(
−→
k )± = ∓γ0
√
1 + 4 cos2(kxa/2) + 4 cos(kxa/2) cos(
√
3kya/2) (2.7)
From the bandstructure (eqn.(2.7) and fig.(2.2)) it can be seen that the conductance and
valence bands touch at the corners of the BZ, the K points. Due to the low energy at
these points, the electrons aggregate here where the energy dispersion is linear, forming
so-called ‘Dirac cones’. Since each sublattice contributes three Dirac cones, at alternate
positions on the BZ, the cones and positions are distinguished by using the notation K
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and K’.
Since k = 0 at K it means that rather than the states being filled at
−→
k = 0 they are filled
at
−→
k defined by the position of K. In this low energy limit the energy dispersion relation
can be given as
E(
−→
k ) = ±~vF |−→k | (2.8)
In order to see this, the first step is to shift the origin for the energy dispersion to K.
−→
K =
(
4pi
3a
, 0
)
−→
K ′ =
(
− 4pi
3a
, 0
)
(2.9)
(kx, ky)→ (kx ± 4pi3a , ky)
If then the momentum is shifted, such that it is now measured with respect to K, and is
denoted δk 1 and the de Broglie relation is used, |δp| = ~|δk|, the effect on expanding the
Hamiltonian at K can be seen.
HK,K′ = −γ0
√
3
2
a
(
0 ±kx − iky
±kx + iky 0
)
= vF |δp|
[
0 e−iξθ(δk)
eiξθ(δk) 0
]
= vF |δp|σ · δpˆ
(2.10)
θ(δk) - angle of δk relative to x-axis
γ0, the hopping integral limits the range where the linear dispersion holds. But it is
also limited at low energy due to reduced screening at low carrier densitites, which then
causes the energy spectrum to no longer be linear and give an energy dependent Fermi
velocity.
From the Hamiltonian it can be seen that for the energy eigenvalues of a Dirac cone, of
either sublattice, can be given by
δk = ±vF |δp| = ±3γa0
2
|δk| (2.11)
The Fermi velocity, vf is then given by the prefactors of the Hamiltonian outside the
matrix, and corresponds to the slope of the Dirac cone.
1k is the electron momentum like
−→
k , but can also be considered the momentum with respect to the K
point rather than
−→
k = 0. (As well as having the benefit of being clearer to view in matrices.)
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2.1.1. Dirac fermions
The result of the linear energy dispersion at the K points and subsequent move to use the
Dirac equation describes charge carriers that do not behave in the same way as electrons
(and holes) normally do. This is already seen in the high and constant Fermi velocity and
masslessness. However, there is a subtle yet crucial restriction regarding the momentum
of the charge carriers which sets Dirac fermions apart, and arises from the symmetry
considerations of having two triangular sublattices. This determining characteristic is
chirality.
Chirality expresses the property that the mirror image of something is not identical to the
original image or object. This is commonly found in molecules, but the most accessible
example is our own hands. In fact, the Greek word for hand, kheir, is the root of the term.
The components and structure of the the left hand and the right hand are the same, but
as seen when placed side by side the digits are in reverse order compared to each other.
The two are mirror images of each other, but when not mirrored, the images of neither
the palms nor the backs of the hands can be superposed onto each other successfully,
irrespective of rotation. Fundamentally, ‘chirality’ is used to express that two versions of
something are not interchangeable, despite having the same structure (or properties).
Chirality in graphene arises due to the crystal structure and the conservation of a property
known as pseudospin. Pseudospin, as a material property, distinguishes electron occupa-
tion of the A and B sublattices. It was shown in the construction of the Hamiltonian that
contributions from each lattice and hopping between them must be taken into account
(eqn. (2.4)). It is then natural that the wavefunction, Ψ which must hold for the whole
crystal lattice must have two components in order to account for each sublattice.
However, there is more to pseudospin than a momentary designation of an electron to
lattice site A or B. This is best understood by examining the Hamiltonian. The absence of
overlap between adjacent atomic wavefunctions, and the nearest neighbour approximation
renders interaction between sublattices the only determining factor (eqn (2.6)). In equation
(2.10) it is then shown how electron momentum at K relates to crystal momentum and
the angle relative to the x-axis. By showing equation below (2.10) in a different format
(2.12), it is easier to reveal the pseudospin. σx, σy are the usual Pauli matrices, but it is
the total effect which is important, because the direction of this vector is linked to an axis
(−→σ · −→n ), which is determined by the electronic momentum, because the product of the
two is always +1, or -1.
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H = v
(
0 px − ipy
px + ipy 0
)
= v
(
0 pi+
pi 0
)
= v(σxpx+σypy) = v
−→σ ·−→p = vp−→σ ·−→n (2.12)
The nature and origin of this axis 2 are then made clear by looking at the form of the
Hamiltonian which explicitly displays the relation to the angle of the electron momentum
along the x-axis.
v
(
0 pi+
pi 0
)
= vp
(
0 e−iξθ(δk)
eiξθ(δk) 0
)
= vp
(
0 e−iϕ
eiϕ 0
)
(2.13)
While ξ simply denotes the valley and θ(δk) clearly expresses the relation of electron momentum to the
x-axis, the angular dependence can be more simply represented using ϕ.
Since E = vp this gives
Ψ =
(
ΨA
ΨB
)
=
1√
2
(
e−iϕ/2
eiϕ/2
)
(2.14)
The resulting solution has a familiar form resembling that of electron spin, and hence is
known as a spinor. This spin-like description is the reason this material property has been
given the name ‘pseudospin’.
It follows from consideration of the crystal that having occupation of only sublattice A or
B is non-physical. So, the two-component wavefunction has a form appropriate to show
the sharing of the electron density across both sublattices.
|↓〉 , |↑〉 are a more spin-like way to represent sublattices A and B
|Ψ±〉 = ± 1√
2
( |↑〉 ± eiϕ/2 |↓〉 ) (2.15)
In this way it is clear that chirality in graphene is a relative phase in the two-component
wavefunction [25]. However, it is not having a specific vector to describe this wavefunction
that is is significant, but that it is locked to direction of electron momentum.
This has significant consequences for scattering, most notably in the suppression of backscat-
tering, which affects the behaviour of p-n junctions [26] and had unexpected consequences
2−→n is used in (2.12) to emphasise the presence of an axis. δpˆ in (2.10) is equivalent, but the notation is
chosen to emphasise the link through the de Broglie relation to
−→
k .
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for weak localisation (ch4).
Figure 2.3.: For the K points the pi∗ bands have pseudospin parallel to the electron momentum,
and pi bands with pseudospin antiparallel to the electron momentum. This is reversed for the K’
points.
It is difficult to probe the chiral nature of Dirac fermions, but it is relevant in optical
transitions [27] and light polarisation is uniquely suited to probing it. This also means that
ARPES with circularly polarised light can directly provide information on the pseudospin
in its sense as the phase relation of the wavefunction. The angular offset can even provide
information on the intial state [28]. Equations (2.12) and (2.13) include Hamiltonians to
relate the pi, pi∗ bands (probed by ARPES) to the pseudospin.
Figure 2.4 shows that the different branches of the Dirac cone are selectively excited by
photons with different helicity. Helicity describes the locking of particle spin to its momen-
tum direction. Its most well known example is that of neutrinos, which are inherently left-
or right- handed. Helicity and chirality are the same for massless particles. Despite having
quasiparticles, helicity proves to be a good quantum number for graphene too.
In terms of transport, it has been recently shown that chiral tunnelling is possible between
two sheets of graphene which are vertically separated by boron nitride. Having a small
misalignment of the two sheets creates a large pseudo-magnetic field, which aligns the
Dirac cones and allows a tunnel current to pass [29].
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Figure 2.4.: Left circular polarisation (LCP) and right circular polarisation (RCP), sum and
difference.
2.2. Graphene fabrication
There are numerous methods by which graphene can be fabricated. It was first isolated by
mechanical exfoliation [20] also known as the ‘scotch tape’ method [30], which produces
flakes of high quality material, but since the flakes are only of micron size this method
is unsuited to mass production. A large scale production process with relatively low
entry costs is chemical vapour deposition (CVD) which can producevery large areas of
graphene; even 30 inch roll to roll production [31]. The limiting factor in the quality of
CVD graphene is the crystallinity of the metal substrate being deposited on. imperfections
can result in grain boundaries in the final graphene, often with domains of different layer
number. A newer method also suited to large scale production is liquid phase exfoliation
(LPE) however this is still lagging behind in terms of quality control [32, 33].
For this work epitaxial graphene was used. This method builds on existing wafer scale
technology, and as such is compatible with the mass production methods familiar in semi-
conductor technologies. It allows for large area devices of monolayer graphene, which
makes it well suited for the fabrication of Hall bars for metrological purposes.
2.2.1. Layer identification
There is now a well established body of work around several techniques including Raman
spectroscopy [34], ARPES [35], and LEED [36, 37] for quantifying the number of layers
present. These techniques are effective on epitaxial graphene, as is of course the quan-
tum Hall effect which is the ultimate test for establishing a material as two dimensional.
Leaving aside the quantum Hall effect, due to some differences arising from the substrate
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and its relation to the graphene in epitaxial graphene, additional work has taken place to
optimise these techniques.
Recent work [38] has made it possible to use the fastest technique, optical micorscopy to
identify and enumerate graphene layers on epitaxial graphene, and even establish micron
scale characterisation. The silicon substrate that flakes are transferred onto typically has
an oxide layer present on its surface giving a refraction coefficient that results in sufficient
contrast to make the flake visible to simple optical microsopy [39]. The refraction index
of silicon carbide is 2.65 which does not provide sufficient contrast. However in the same
manner that it was possible to optimise finding flakes for different oxide thicknesses by
using different wavelengths of light and filters [39], recent work using transmission as well
as reflection mode, and real time software processing, has provided an effective alternative
using optical microscopy [38], and, confocal microscopy can also be effective.
2.3. Epitaxial graphene
Epitaxial graphene is distinct from other fabrication methods in that it is not a transferred
sheet of material that has been previously isolated [40]. The most common method for
producing epitaxial graphene is the sublimation of silicon out of silicon carbide wafers
[40].
Silicon carbide is formed of equal parts silicon and carbon, stacked in layers of atoms
bonded in a tetrahedral structure (with each atom bonded to four of the other element).
The stacking of the layers in parallel and antiparallel combinations results in many poly-
types [41]. The stacking sequences also give rise to different crystal symmetries, which
together with the number of layers within a sequence is used to designate each polytype
[42]. The symmetries are H - hexagonal, R - rhombohedral and C - cubic. There are 215
recorded polytypes [43] of which three are widely available and therefore of greatest inter-
est: 6H, 4H and 3C. The graphene used in this thesis was sublimed from 4H-SiC(0001) at
2000°C in 1 atm argon.
The growth kinetics of the epitaxial method are non-trivial and achieving controlled growth
has required investigation [44]. The structure of silicon carbide means that one side of
a wafer has silicon on the surface, while the other has carbon. The Si-face has slower
sublimation which also appears to be partly self-limiting [45, 46] allowing easier production
of single or bilayer graphene than on the C-face which typical grows more layers and with
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Figure 2.5.: Diagram of three parallel layers of tetrahedrally bonded silicon carbide terminated
on the silicon face, with partially reconstructed carbon on top known as the interfacial (or buffer)
layer. The bonds between these carbon atoms and the top silicon are incomplete, “dangling”
covalent bonds. It is the next sheet of carbon which is the fully formed graphene sheet.
less homogeneity [47].
The cut wafers reveal the tree trunk-like grain of silicon and carbon layers. It is found
that the growth nucleates along these edges [48], also known as terraces or step edges, but
the rearrangement of carbon atoms to form the honeycomb lattice produces a continuous
layer of carbon formed over these steps. Nonetheless there are often patches of bilayer to
be found on otherwise single layer material, even on the Si-face of the material. As this
graphene is grown in a process that relies on the removal of silicon from the surface, the
bilayer can be found underneath the monolayer sheet.
However, the sublimation of the silicon carbide results in an “interfacial layer” of incom-
plete covalent bonds between the substrate and the graphene on the silicon face of the
wafer (fig.2.5).
It has been established that the interfacial layer is not graphene [36, 49], and so a “mono-
layer” of epitaxial graphene on the Si face consists of one continous carbon sheet connected
by dangling bonds to the SiC substrate (fig.2.6).
This layer gives rise to some differences with respect to transferred graphene materials.
The main consequence of the interfacial layer is to facilitate charge transfer from the silicon
carbide to the graphene. The charge transfer is strong as it is driven by the work function
difference of about 1eV. This results in high electron densities in the as grown material,
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Figure 2.6.: Side view schematic of epitaxially grown monolayer graphene on the silicon face,
with the partially covalently bonded interfacial layer beneath the continuous sheet held on by only
van der Waals forces.
(n∼1013 cm-2) and pins the Fermi level of the graphene to the charge reservoir in the
substrate [50].
The pinning of the Fermi level turns out to be beneficial for metrological purposes as it
allows the ν=2 plateau to be accessed easily and makes the plateau very long, that extends
to all measurable fields (up to 30T [51]), due to ongoing charge transfer [52, 51].
The n-doping poses a challenge because the magnetic field at which quantum Hall plateaus
are observed is proportional to carrier density. As such it determines whether the quan-
tum resistance standard can be determined in a typically equipped cryostat of less than
20T.
New techniques have had to be developed to reduce the carrier density by approximately an
order of magnitude, because the coupling to the substrate prevents the use of electrostatic
gating of the carrier density [50].
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3.1. The Drude model
The Drude model gives the simplest description of electron transport, treating it as a series
of collisions, by otherwise non-interacting electrons with the ion cores. The collisions result
in a change in velocity, so that the rate of change of momentum can be described due to the
acceleration by the electric field, E and magnetic field, B, if present, and the reduction by
collisions. There is given probability of collision per unit time, so collisions are quantified
by a scattering time, which represents the average time between their occurrence, τ .
m
dv
dt
= −eE− ev ×B− mv
τ
(3.1)
The electrons do not interact with each other between collisions, so all energy loss is
through collisions with the cores. This loss of energy makes the scattering term like a
friction term in the equation of motion (3.1).
In the absence of a magnetic field the particle is accelerated linearly. A magnetic force
would deflect it, so solving for the equilibrium solutions, when dvdt = 0, grouping it with
the friction force makes physical sense as well as keeping variable separation.
v +
eτ
m
v ×B = −eτ
m
E (3.2)
Having transport in more than one direction, i.e. in a magnetic field, requires matrix
representation. Here ωB is the cyclotron frequency eB/m and J = −nev is the current
density.
(
1 ωBτ
−ωBτ 1
)
J =
eτ
m
E (3.3)
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Inverting the matrix gives Ohm’s law in tensor form, described by the conductivity,
σ:
J = σE σ =
(
σxx σxy
−σxy σxx
)
(3.4)
Solving for the simplest case, i.e. without magnetic field gives σB=0 =
ne2τ
m , as given by
the diagonal terms. Often the resistivity, ρ is used to describe transport because it can be
more pertinent to the measured quantity of an experiment.
ρ = σ−1 =
(
ρxx ρxy
−ρxy ρyy
)
(3.5)
Since the off-diagonal terms contain the effect of the magnetic field, they describe the Hall
effect, explored in a later chapter. As off-diagonal terms they do not depend on scattering,
which means they can reveal fundamental information about the material.
The total scattering time can have multiple contributing components from different sources
as per Mattheissen’s rule: τ−1Total = τ
−1
Impurities+τ
−1
Defects+τ
−1
electron−phonon. Scattering sources
inherent to the sample, such as impurities and defects form a ‘residual resisitivity’ which
limits the resistivity of real metals at low temperature. This is demonstrated in figure
(3.1), together with a quantum correction that can occur at sufficiently low temperatures.
Figure 3.1.: Diagram showing the typical dependence of resisitivity on temperature, with the
quantum correction at low temperature magnified.
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The transition from the linear temperature dependence to the residual resistivity can
be described by the Block-Gru¨neisen formula. Different interactions can dominate this
region which correspond to different values of the integer index in the formula, such as
electron-electron, electron-phonon.
3.2. Weak localisation
Weak localisation (WL) is a quantum correction to the Drude conductivity in the region
where the temperature is sufficiently low for impurity scaterring to dominate.
The correction is an increase in resistance due to increased backscattering. This occurs be-
cause the temperature is sufficiently low for a statistically significant number of carriers to
reverse direction after a series of scattering events on defects and impurities (fig.3.2).
Figure 3.2.: The electron traces a loop of scattering events, exiting where it entered.
Experimentally the correction can be observed by measuring resistance while varying tem-
perature (fig.3.1), but, an experimentally more efficient method is to fix the temperature
and apply a magnetic field perpendicular to the sample. This produces the characteristic
graphs of weak localisation “peaks” that show the suppression of the effect, through de-
coherence caused by time reversal symmetry breaking, as the magnetic field is increased
(fig.3.3).
WL arises from scattering events that form closed trajectories. However, the subsequent
increase in backscattering does not create a correction to the conductivity that is classical
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in nature, because when two electrons traverse the same loop in opposite directions their
wavefunctions intefere.
In the absence of magnetic field the two electrons will have the same phase and the
interference will be constructive at the entry/exit point of the loop.
In the presence of a magnetic field, time reversal symmetry is lost, because the potential
associated with travelling the loop in opposite directions is no longer the same, which
results in slightly different phases for the two electons, decreasing the probability amplitude
total.
As the field is increased the degree of dephasing increases and the weak localisation cor-
rection is suppressed. This produces a magnetoconductance, or magnetoresistance, curve
that allows the size of the effect to be studied.
For metals in zero magnetic field negative magnetoconductance (a peak in resistance) is
to expected i.e. WL, with inelastic scattering processes contributing to the suppression
of weak localisation [53] because those are the processes which alter phase and therefore
cause decoherence. Conversely, in graphene, positive magnetoconductance - weak antilo-
calisation (WAL) is expected. In metals this is due to spin-orbit coupling and is usually
seen as a dip at zero field atop a peak, rather than the usual full peak.
3.3. Weak (anti-)localisation in graphene
Both WL and WAL have been observed experimentally in graphene [54], but in epitaxial
graphene WL is consistently observed. The presence of the WL is now understood as an
effect of intervalley scattering restoring WL [55] where without it WAL dictated by the
crystal structure of graphene would dominate [?].
3.3.1. Weak antilocalisation predicted for honeycomb lattices
In graphene the spin-orbit coupling is expected to be weak based on carbon having a low
atomic number, but there is an additional phase shift of pi that arises from having two
constituent sublattices in the Bravais lattice, which means that the sum of the amplitudes
should yield destructive interference i.e weak antilocalisation.
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Figure 3.3.: Varying the magnetic field at a fixed temperature produces the characteristic graphs
of weak localisation “peaks” that show the suppression of the effect due to decoherence as the
magnetic field is increased. Fitting the curve allows the phase coherence length to de extracted,
as well as elasic scattering times.
Having two sublattices means that there are two ‘valleys’ in which transport can take place
[56]. Often it is enough to consider only one valley to understand behaviours. However
the two sublattices in graphene result in a property analogous to electron spin known as
‘pseudospin’, whereby the wavefunction contains two components: “up” and “down”, as
is the case for spin 1/2 particles [56]. This results in chiral quasiparticles, with the pseu-
dospin of each either parallel or antiparallel to the direction of its momentum [56]. This
means that according to Ando et al.[57] graphene should show weak antilocalisation be-
cause backscattering by long range potentials is not allowed under pseudospin conservation
[57].
3.3.2. Restoration of weak localisation in graphene
Further work, specifically for graphene, by McCann et al. showed that WL can be restored
in graphene by scattering that mixes quasiparticles of different chirality together [55]. A
complex picture emerges, because the chiral nature of the carriers means that elastic
scattering also contributes to suppression of weak localisation processes [55].
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The ratios of the different scattering types determine the shape of the quantum correc-
tion and even the sign of it, with the crossover from WL to WAL was demonstrated by
Tikhonenko et al. in graphene flakes [54].
The scattering processes can be examined by fitting the weak localisation peak to the
equation by McCann et al [55]. For the case when magnetoresistance is being measured
the relation is the following:
∆ρ(B) = −e
2ρ2
pih
[
F
(
B
Bφ
)
− F
(
B
Bφ + 2Bi
)
− 2F
(
B
Bφ +B∗
)]
(3.6)
with F (z) = ln(z) + Ψ(12 +
1
z ).
Fitting allows the different scattering times to be extracted using the relations τφ, i, ∗ =
~
4DeB
−1
φ,i,∗.
Generally it is conceptually easier to consider scattering rates - the collisions per second,
but in the case of the phase coherence time, τφ, consideration of the time and also the
phase coherence length, Lφ, is instructive because these parameters give physical shape to
the phase coherent quantum correction being examined.
The first term gives the phase coherence time, τφ and therefore also the phase coherence
length, Lφ, which describe the amount of time, or distance travelled respectively, before
the electron scatters so as to exit the self-intersecting path as shown in figure 3.2.
Figure 3.3 and the equation above (3.6) demonstrate that the phase coherence time de-
termines the magnitude of the weak localisation peak. It is inelastic scattering processes
which affect this parameter, like the static magnetic field used to aquire the magnetore-
sistance curve.
The second and third terms in the equation encompass the elastic scattering contribu-
tions.
τ−1∗ is the intravalley scattering rate. There are several potential contributions to the
intravalley scattering rate. One can be directly related to ‘atomically sharp’ defects, τ−1s
which also includes ripples and dislocations that result in chirality being broken [58]. The
other, τ−1w is ‘trigonal warping’ which is the anisotropy of the Fermi surface in k-space
[58].
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τ−1i is the intervalley scattering rate, which is usually attributed to defects on the scale
of the lattice spacing, a, such as edges and atomic defects. Intervalley scattering restores
WL as chirality is reversed between the two valleys which allows for zero phase differ-
ence between two self-intersecting paths. This negates the chirality breaking and trigonal
warping effects that suppress intravalley WL [58] and also WAL.
Any WAL contribution is from the second and third terms, but it only manifests if the
ratios τφ/τ∗ and τφ/τi are small. This is found by examining equation (3.6) but in the
form of magnetoconductance, in the small field limit [54].
3.4. Electron- electron interaction
The contributions to the conductivity are summarised in equation (3.7).
ρxx = ρxx + ∆ρWL + ∆ρe−e (3.7)
WL is not the only correction: the linear dependence of conductivity on carrier density
in graphene indicates dominance of scattering from Coulomb impurities [59], which in
turn is indicative of electron-electron interaction (EEI) being present in the system [60].
The carrier density cannot be readily varied in epitaxial graphene so cannot be used to
investigate EEI [59].
The work done by Lara-Avila et al. [59] not only extracted the scattering parameters for
epitaxial graphene, but also determined the Fermi liquid nature of this epitaxial graphene
by the strength of the electron-electron interaction which showed that the system was in
agreement with Aronov-Altshuler theory.
3.4.1. Aronov-Altshuler theory
The conductivity tensor reveals that the longitudinal conductivity does not stay constant
and so in [59] it was possible using
∆RH
RH
= γ
∆Rxx
Rxx
(3.8)
to determine the presence of electron-electron scattering (the case when γ=2). The log-
arithmic temperature dependence of σxx allowed the strength of the interaction and the
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Fermi liquid constant to be determined confirming epitaxial graphene as a disordered
Fermi liquid.
3.5. Effect of additional inelastic scattering
Equation (3.6) describes the shape of the weak localisation peak as determined by elastic
scattering from different sources in a magnetic field. However, any type of inelastic scat-
tering would also be a source of decoherence. While the effect of a dc magnetic field has
been widely studied, the effect of a varying electromagnetic field has been less so. Theo-
retically a distinct shift in magnetoconductance is predicted, and the extra conductivity
correction is called “dynamic dephasing” [61]. Dynamic dephasing has been observed in
some experimental work done on conventional 2DEGS [62].
High frequency applications of graphene are widely sought, and such applications could
be impacted such a correction, particularly in astronomy where low temperature detectors
are used.
Although the original work demonstrated a shift, it could not be known what magnitude
of effect might be seen in exposing a graphene sample to high frequency electromagnetic
radiation, or what other contributions there may be particularly in terms of heating.
Graphene was already known to have unique heat conducting properties, which made
studying this source of decoherence in graphene of particular interest, as it had not been
previously explored.
3.5.1. Dynamic dephasing
Dynamic dephasing is the suppression of weak localisation by exposing the sample to a
quickly varying electromagnetic field e.g.microwaves, which then directly interacts with the
electron causing scattering. The resulting correction has been observed in silicon metal-
insulator-semiconductor (Si-MOS) transistors [62] and magnesium thin film [63].
To arrive at the quantum correction to conductivity for a high frequency electromagnetic
field, EΩ, the conductivity is treated by using a cooperon to represent the fields involved
[61] and yields the relation below [62]:
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δσ(EΩ) = −σ0
∫ ∞
Ωτ
dx exp (−2x/xφ)
(2/ξ) sinh (xξ/2)
exp (−αB(x))I0(αB(x)) (3.9)
where B(x) = x[1 + 1−ξ
2
1+ξ2
sinx
x − 4ξ1+ξ2 sin (x/2)
2
x tanh (ξx/2) ], I0 is a modified Bessel function, D is
the diffusion coefficient, τ is the momentum relaxation time, and τφ is the phase re-
laxation time, with xφ = Ωτφ and similarly x = Ωτ . Additionally, σ0 = e
2/2pi2~,
α = 2De2E2Ω/Ω
3(1 + ξ2), and ξ = 8DeH/Ωc is the term arrived at for ξ which accounts
for the electric and magnetic field of the microwaves in calculation.
The suppression represented in (3.9) is additional to that caused by temperature, and any
magnetic field present [62].
Figure 3.4.: Low carrier density findings, graphs from [62]. Left image: Dependence of correction
to conductivity on carrier density at T=4.2K, 9.1 GHz at powers of 29,15 and 0dB for curves 1 to
3. Right image: Normalised conductivity correction in magnetic field with 1 ns : 7.7 × 1011cm−2
and curve 4ns : 9.8× 1011cm−2.
In the Si-MOS system at high powers it was found that at zero field there was a significant
change in conductance for high frequency excitation, which was markedly bigger than that
at lower frequency (37 GHz rather than 9 GHz) excitation. Calculations showed that this
was due both to heating and a dynamic dephasing component at high carrier density.
At low carrier density and low power it was possible to observe a correction that only had
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a dynamic component even at the lower frequency. The resulting correction was found to
have a maximum in carrier density that varied with power (fig.3.4 left), but importantly
was found to diminish almost linearly with increased magnetic field. The suppression of the
dynamic correction by field was also much stronger with higher magnetic field, as shown
in figure 3.4 right, curve 1 has ns: 7.7×1011 cm-2 and curve 4 ns: 9.8×1011 cm-2.
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The current that can be passed in the quantum Hall state before the longitudinal resistance
becomes non-zero is known as the breakdown current, Ic. The breakdown current affects
the ultimate precision with which the resistance quantum can be determined, primarily
because higher signal to noise ratio can be achieved.
The breakdown current is affected by the energy loss rate of the carriers, and the cyclotron
energy, which in graphene combine to give higher breakdown currents than traditional
2DEGs [64].
In this instance the energy loss rate, P refers to the situation where the electrons have
a higher effective temperature, Te than the lattice (TL) due to fast thermalisation by
electron-electron collisions. This can become the case where a current is applied such
that the carriers are heated faster than they can lose energy [65] and results in a Fermi-
Dirac distribution of ‘hot’ electrons while the lattice remains in equilibirum with the
surroundings [66]. P is then a measure of the rate by which the hot electrons lose energy
via the electron-phonon interaction.
The decoupled nature of a hot electron system from its surroundings renders usual ther-
mometry techniques unable to determine the real the temperature of the process being
examined, which is often of crucial importance. However, there are transport measure-
ments which are able to extract the electron temperature, such as Johnson noise mea-
surements [67, 68] and, establishing the damping of the amplitude of Shubnikov de Haas
oscillations.
Optical excitation, both pulsed or continuous (cw) also creates a population of hot elec-
trons which can be extracted using pump-probe measurements both at room temperature
and low temperature. However at low temperature it is usually the subsequent effect on
transport that is of interest, which can be investigated by looking at photo- or thermoelec-
tric currents [69]. This is not always practical for reasons of device design or instrumen-
tation, and there are situations, such as low carrier density, where examination of SdH
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oscillations is also impractical.
Fortunately for magnetotransport, the strong temperature dependence of weak localisation
means that WL is also a good measure of electron temperature and in graphene it has
been shown to consistent with the widely used SdH technique [70].
4.1. WL compared to SdH as measure of electron temperature
The effective temperature of these hot electrons, Te, has traditionally been determined
by applying the Lifshitz-Kosevich formula (4.1) to Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations.
The formula is derived from the free energy in terms of magnetisation and so corresponds
to the maximla and minimal energies in the Fermi surface. The SdH oscillation amplitude
is reduced with increasing temperature and the reduction in amplidtude normalised by
the original amplitude has an x/sinhx dependence.
∆ρ
ρ
= f(ωcτ)
χ
sinhχ
exp
(
− pi
ωcτq
)
(4.1)
where χ = 2pi
2kbTe
~ωc contains the effective temperature term to be extracted.
The SdH method requires a high carrier concentration [70] which already makes it unsuited
for use with epitaxial graphene, but this is even more the case because the Fermi level is
pinned due to substrate effects [59] and so there are not the many oscillations needed for
fitting.
The low carrier density alternative is to use the WL peak to make a direct comparison
of peak height when suppressed by bath temperature and when suppressed by current
heating to determine an effective temperature. This is complemented by comparing the
SdH amplitude suppression by current and by temperature. In the case of Joule heating the
energy loss rate per carrier is then P = I2Rxx/nA. The equivalence of these two methods
was established [70] using CVD and epitaxial graphene (with the former having the high
carrier concentration necessary for the SdH method and the latter having pronounced WL
behaviour).
The temperature dependence of the energy loss rate then gives further basis for comparison
between the two methods, but also between two samples or excitation systems.
A characteristic parameter can be found using the effective temperature and energy loss
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Figure 4.1.: WL and SdH ampltiude measurement of electron temperature are very different
techniques, but extraction of the energy loss rate per carrier shows them to be equivalent.Image
from [70].
rate, the energy relaxation time, τe by applying the following relation [70, 64, 71]
τ e =
pi2k2bT
2
e
3EFP
=
pi2k2bT
2
e
3EFα(T 3e − T 3L)
(4.2)
where Te is the effective electron temperature as determined from the weak localisation
peak and TL is the average lattice temperature based on measurements of the bath tem-
perature. P is the energy loss rate per carrier, and its form is determined by the excitation
the system is subjected to. For current heating P = I2R/nA and for microwave excita-
tion P = γM/nA where γ is the coupling coefficient of that frequency of microwave to the
sample. α is a coefficient that describes the energy transfer from the heated electrons to
the lattice and is material dependent.
τe becomes an important parameter in evaluating the system under excitation for com-
parison with other scattering times such as τφ, and also the period of any radiation.
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4.1.1. Temperature dependence of energy loss rate
In equation (4.2) there is a T 3 dependence. This may not seem unusual because in tra-
ditional 2DEGs there is usually a region where resistivity has a cubic dependence on
temperature, and it is often viewed as a transition region between the linear high temper-
ature region and the T 5 low temperature Bloch limit [72]. However in graphene the Fermi
surface is small, so the expected temperature dependence is T 4 at low temperature, due
to the reduced phase space for phonons to scatter electrons [73].
This also means that the Debye temperature, TD the temperature below which phonon
effects manifest is not the parameter of interest. Instead it is the Bloch-Gru¨neisen temper-
ature, TBG the temperature at which the phonon states can still scatter to everywhere on
the graphene Fermi surface [74]. It is a common distinction between metals and 2DEGs
for TBG to become the relevant parameter for reasons of reduced dimensionality, as the
relation between Brillouin zone size and Fermi surface is the dominant factor. The De-
bye approximation assumes constant speed of sound and inherently overlooks features in
the density of states. This assumption results in high values of TD for elements with
many valence electrons and high elastic moduli; graphene’s is particularly high at 2300K
[73].
However graphene has been shown to have fast thermal relaxation which is not accounted
for by T 4 dependence, particularly at high phonon temperatures [67]. The T 3 dependence
observed is explained by three body collisions between carriers and phonons called ‘su-
percollisions’. These can occur when there is disorder in the system which relaxes the
momentum conservation conditions [67].
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An electron in a magnetic field experiences the Lorentz force, which causes its otherwise
linear acceleration by the electric field to be deflected and tend toward circular motion. In
the case where a sample is carrying current, with the magnetic field applied perpendicular
to the surface of the sample, the force on the electron will be orthogonal to both and will
lead to the accumulation of charge on that edge of the sample. The accumulated charge
creates a potential difference across the sample, transverse to the current direction, and
establishes an electric field. This is the classical Hall effect, as discovered by Edwin Hall in
1879. The measured transverse voltage, the Hall voltage, VH and corresponding transverse
electric ‘Hall’ field, EH are named after him.
In the low magnetic field regime the longitudinal and transverse voltages are considered
largely independent of each other. Since the Hall field is determined by the accumulated
charge, it makes for a good intrinsic measure of the number of carriers, and also of their
type through the sign of the voltage, which is particularly useful with semiconductors
where the majority carrier may be holes.
Figure 5.1.: The Hall effect arises from the deflection of charge carriers by the Lorentz force
when an electric field and magnetic field are applied orthogonally to a material. The accumulated
charge creates a transverse electric, ‘Hall’ field.
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As the magnetic field is increased it disrupts the density of states which can be observed
when the temperature is low compared to the energy of the electrons. This can be seen
in bulk samples as the de Haas - van Alphen effect where the magnetic field affects the
free energy and leads to oscillations of the carrier density and consequently the total
magnetisation of the sample which can then be detected. This is a powerful tool in
exploring the Fermi surface of metals.
Figure 5.2.: Applying a magnetic field quantises the allowed energy values, discretising the DOS.
For a 3D material witha spherical Fermi surface concentric tubes of Landau leves form.
If the material is thin it restricts the choice of current and field direction needed in order to
measure the voltage, but a real change occurs when the sample is thin enough to confine the
electron wavefunction, making the material effectively two dimensional. In that situation
the magnetic field can no longer be treated classically. Instead it only allows energy states
conforming to discrete values.
In this case the Hall voltage is no longer linear in magnetic field and the longitudinal
voltage no longer constant, which manifests when the two-dimensional sample is at low
temperature and has sufficiently low carrier density. Fig. 5.3 shows the anti-synchronous
oscillations that appear in the transverse and longitudinal directions of the voltage, which
are characteristic of the integer 1 quantum Hall effect. The quantum Hall state is achieved
with the simultaneous vanishing of longitudinal resistance and entry onto a so-called a
plateau in the transverse resistance (see fig.5.3). This unusual magnetotransport is a
property of two-dimensional materials.
1There is also the fractional quantum Hall effect, in which the transverse resistance plateaus are governed
by fractions of the electron charge. The fractions are attributed to “composite fermions” - bound states
of electrons to vortices. It only manifests in very clean samples of high mobility and is its own separate
field of study.
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5.1. Integer quantum Hall effect
The non-linear Hall voltage and oscilllating longitudinal voltage seen are due to the discrete
density of states imposed by the magnetic field, and the effect of high magnetic field on
transport. At high fields the motion of electrons is confined to travel along the edges of
the sample.
Figure 5.3.: The longitudinal and transverse voltage in a GaAs Hall bar demonstrating the
vanishing Vxx and plateaus in Vxy (image from [75] These features arise from Landau quantisation
together with two-dimensional confinement. The effect was discovered in 1980 in MOSFETs
The average DOS must be the same in finite magnetic field as it is in zero field, but
becomes divided across the Landau levels (LL) (fig.5.4).
In the ideal case the LL are delta functions, but in fact they have finite width due to
impurity scattering as this affects the lifetime of the state, Γ = ~/τi. The carrier density
drops to zero in the space between LL in an idealised situation of Gaussian broadening, so
it is sometimes called the ‘mobility gap’. Once the magnetic field is large enough that the
separation of Landau levels becomes greater than the width of the LL due to broadening,
the states become completely discrete.
In some situations it is evident that in fact there is a background density of states bettween
the LL, but as long as the separation between the LL centres is greater than the energy
of the electrons, the oscillations and quantum Hall state remain intact.
The broadening is usually represented using a Gaussian curve and gives the wide plateaus
experimentally observed. Without impurity scattering there would be very narrow regions
to observe the quantum Hall state.
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Figure 5.4.: Ideal LL are δ functions (grey vertical lines), and are equidistantly spaced in
2DEGs. Scattering broadens these in real devices. The centre extended (conduction) states are
then surrounded by localised states in the tails. The QH state is realised when EF is in the mobility
gap between LL - fixed Rxy, vanishing Rxx as there are no available states for conduction (orange
fill). Both are finite when the next LL is partially filled (blue fill). It is possible to have a constant
background DOS (grey fill).
This region would be determined by the number of available states. The average DOS in
finite field must be the same as the DOS in zero field, even if it is split across discrete
LL. This gives the average DOS in finite field as 2NL/~ωc, where ωc = eB/m∗, NL is the
number of states and the factor of two accounts for the spin. The energy difference between
adjacent LL helps to quantify this, as the number of possible states must correspond to
the number of free electron wavevector states and so the energy is E =
~2k2l
2m∗ . Then the
DOS, g(E) = 2g(k) dkdE =
me
pi~2 . Rearranging gives
NL =
eB
h
(5.1)
These states constitute integer filling at the centre of each LL and are also responsible
for conduction in the QH state as they form one dimensional channels. Their formation
is demonstrated in fig.(5.5a) by considering the cross section of the device channel. The
physical edge of the channel forces a confining potential on the LL forcing them to bend
up and cross the Fermi level.
Due to the potential difference between the source and drain contacts there are two lines of
equipotential, so each LL has two 1D channels. Viewed from above the conduction channel
travels around the edge of the sample (fig.5.5b). Considering the centre of the channel as
zero momentum, it can be seen that the equipotential lines move in opposite directions
since they have opposite momenta. This, together with the 1-D nature of the channels
and their spatial separation essentially suppresses backscattering in the QH state.
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(a) A cross section of the channel width (y-
axis) to show the filling of Landau levels.
There is a real space confinement potential,
V(y) due to the physical edges of the chan-
nel. The states look the same in momentum
space, EN vs kx, and show that momentum
of the states is of opposite sign on the two
sides of the channel.
(b) Diagram of the edge channels as seen
from above the plane of the channel, demon-
strating three filled LL and the localised
states in the bulk. This can be investigated
using scanning probe microscopy [75].
Figure 5.5.: Quantisation of electrons in a 2DES in a magnetic field.
The electrons which surround the LL centre are known as localised states. They form
enclosed orbits in the potential energy minima of the spatial fluctations in LL energy,
which are created by the impurity scattering. This prevents them taking part in conduc-
tion.
The extended and localised states alternate around the edge of the sample, enclosing a
non-conducting bulk. This can be observed on the surface of the sample, and are demon-
strated to correspond to metallic, compressible and insulating, incompressible regions
respectively.
In the QH state the absence of conduction and necessarily perfect contacts means that
the transport can be described using the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formalism which is based on
transmission and reflectance rates from the contacts.
The edge state model struggles to address finite currents and transport in the bulk, but
it holds for ideal QH states irrespective of the material. In semiconductor 2DEGs the
QH plateaus occur at integer values of the filling factor while there is a shift of 1/2 and a
multiple of 4 for graphene,which means that the QHE in graphene is sometimes referred to
as the anomalous quantum Hall effect. The multiple of 4 accounts for the valley and spin
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degeneracies, while the shift is due to the Berry phase, but the basic physics is unchanged.
However, when the energy dependence of magnetic field is addressed, instead of the usual
equidistant energy levels of a harmonic oscillator a
√
B dependence is found.
Consequently the energy spacing between the first two LL is much larger in graphene than
say GaAs. It makes it easier to realise the QHE because energy separation is maintained
at higher carrier concentrations and much higher temperatures.
5.2. Dissipation - quantum Hall breakdown
When the quantum Hall state has been achieved it is very robust against temperature
and current. There will be no deviation from the plateau value until significant current is
applied and the longitudinal resistance deviates from zero. The state will hold at exactly
integer filling, although the electron system is affected: the plateau width can narrow, the
SdH amplitude increase. However, for a given temperature, it does breakdown eventually
when excess bias current is applied. The value of critical breakdown current is found to
increase sharply on the plateau as the centre of plateau is approached, where there is exact
integer filling of the LL and the maximum breakdown current is found. There have been
several mechanisms proposed to explain the abrupt increase in longitudinal resistance at
breakdown, including Zener tunnelling and Cherenkov acoustic phonons. However they
do not have good agreement with experimental values. One of the considerations in
deducing the mechanism that triggers the destruction of the quantum Hall state is to
decide whether heating is a cause or just an effect, and what role the Hall field plays. The
bootstrap heating mechanism provides a subtle resolution and has good agreement with
experimental values [76].
5.2.1. Bootstrap heating mechanism
The bootstrap electron heating (BSEH) mechanism holds for samples where the breakdown
current increases linearly with the width of the sample and argues that no “trigger” from
the Hall field is required to bring on breakdown. Instead, the features of breakdown are
accounted for by the interplay of the energy gain rate, G and loss rate, L, of the carriers.
This results in there being a critical value of electric field at which the small fluctuations
in energy distribution, inherent at any finite temperature, can be amplified such that an
avalanche process builds along the length of the sample.
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Instability can set in when G exceeds L. Both rates are assumed to increase smoothly with
temperature, but L is independent of the Hall field while, for finite conductivity G is not:
G= j · E = σxx(E2x + E2y). In a strong magnetic field Ex  Ey, so that G= σxxE2y . This
makes the stability condition:
∂G/∂Te < ∂L/∂Te (5.2)
with the critical point occuring when the curve of G is tangent to the curve of L [77].
The fluctuation in carrier homogeneity is likely, but due to the very reduced screening
present in the quantum Hall state, a small change in the density of states can result
in a large fluctuation in LL energy. When equation (5.2) is not met the electron cannot
successfully lose all its energy to the Fermi sea and so contributes to heating in the electron
system. This causes a runaway situation to occur until the stability condition is met once
more, which can sometimes be observed as saturation of conductivity. In order to better
understand how stability can be re-established, it is necessary to explore what happens to
the excited electron.
Figure 5.6.: Channel profile as per fig.5.5a to show LL tilted by potential of Hall field. Hot
electrons undergo impact ionisation at the mobility gap, which creates an electron-hole pair. The
energy gain under the transverse potential, increase in carrier multiplication and repeated impact
ionisation forms an avalanche along the drift direction, x Image after[76]
The LL are subject to the Hall field across the width of the sample, as is the local Fermi
energy (5.6). The excited electron cannot cross into the next LL because of the mobility
gap. However, through a process of impact ionisation - collision with a cold electron
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and exciting that into the higher LL, it can create an electron-hole pair [76]. This also
contributes to heating, because the potential slope of the Hall field means that the initially
excited electron, the hole and the newly excited electron can all gain kinetic energy as they
drift in the direct of the current (x). As the energy gain is along the current direction
an avalanche develops. Once significant numbers of electron-hole pairs are present, the
recombination lifetime is reduced which makes it an effective process for losing energy and
raising temperature [76].
The consequence of the avalanche is a spatial dependence of breakdown along x; an ex-
ponential increase, then saturation, in resistivity as the distance between measurement
contacts increases [76]. It is one of the characteristics of BSEH, but also one which is less
frequently fulfilled. Stronger evidence to support BSEH, which other models are not able
to meet, lies in its ability to explain the maximum in breakdown current at integer filling
provided a constant background of density of states is included (fig.5.4) [76].
5.2.2. Hot spots
One of the phenomena associated with the breakdown of the quantum Hall state is the
appearance of so-called ‘hot spots’ at the source and drain contacts, at diagonally opposite
corners of the channel (fig.5.7). The position of the hot spots is determined by the current
and magnetic field directions, as per the the edge state model. They were first observed by
Klass et al. using a superfluid fountain [78] in 1991 and it was later found that these spots
radiate cyclotron emission (CE) [79]. However, the edge state model does not account for
their appearance, nor does the bootstrap heating mechanism predict them.
Figure 5.7.: The image reported by Komiyama et al. [80] showing the areas of strong cyclotron
emission with the position of the device channel and source and drain contacts marked in white.
Approaching the problem is challenging because the original Bu¨ttiker model [81] holds
for infinitesimal current but not for finite current, let alone the non-equilibrium electrons
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(a) The potential of the device showing the
source and drain contacts and the slope in
the channel due to finite current.
(b) CE attributed to tunnelling energies at
source and de-excitation from higher LL at
the drain contact, arising from the tilted
LL.Image after [83].
Figure 5.8.: The mechanisms behind hot spots in Hall bars
which must be present when emission is seen. However, as the current is increased the
Hall field is strengthened, which subjects the channel to a potential slope across its width
(fig.5.8a). This forms the basis of theoretical work by van Son et al. [82] which was able
to predict the hotspot near the source as being due to the injection of nonequilibrium
electrons but did not predict the one on the drain side. Kawano et al. built on this using
a photoconductive detector [83] and were able to explain both, summarised below and in
figure 5.8b.
The slope in potential means that electrons have to tunnel into the device at the source
contact. Some states are left unoccupied because the probability of tunnelling cannot be
unity. This leaves the highest LL not entirely filled. Additionally, some electrons with
higher energy will tunnel into the higher LL, so these two factors could explain the emission
at the source contact. Once in the channel, if an electron travels the interior due to its
own energy and the potential gradient it may arrive at the drain contact in the higher LL
(fig.5.8b). Then it has to de-excite in order to pass into the drain contact. In this model
it is also possible for emission to occur along the low potential edge. Using a second Hall
bar as a detector to achieve greater sensitivity, Ikushima et al. did observe this (fig.5.7)
in later work [84, 80] which provides strong support for this explanation.
In addition to the problem of the origin of the hotspots, there has been difficulty quan-
tifying their temperature and whether they occur inside the contacts or not. Part of
the difficulty arose due to observing the hotspots when the longitudinal resistance was
not vanishing. Two terminal measurements [83] showed that the filling of the LL deter-
mines their nature and physical location. At exactly integer filling the hotspots are in the
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2DEG, however away from exact filling even greater CE is observed, which does occur in
the contacts.
Hot spots have not yet been observed in graphene. In exfoliated material this could be due
to the small sample sizes limiting channel length. However investigating this of particular
interest in epitaxial graphene with the high breakdown currents [85] and the fast thermal
relaxation [86] observed.
5.3. Graphene magneto-optics
Graphene couples strongly to light due to its linear dispersion, with a single sheet absorb-
ing 2.3% of incident light, which is in good agreement with theory [87]. Apart from the
easy implementation, with insensitivty to local defects and compatibility with Si-CMOS
technology, graphene’s greatest advantage is its tunability over a wide wavelength range
thanks to the use of electric field effect gating [87]. In particular, it could make for a suit-
able detector even in the FIR-THz regime which is traditionally difficult to access.
The technical challenge lies in increasing the absorption to provide sufficient signal. Gold
nanoparticles, silicon waveguides, and incorporation into microcavities have all been ex-
plored, with a focus on creating internal fields via work function differences rather than
external biasing which can create large dark currents [87]. This is all already true at room
temperature and zero magnetic field.
Some of the best detectors for the FIR-THz regime are in fact quantum Hall crosses [88],
precisely because the spacing of the LL corresponds to these energies. The robustness
of the QH effect in graphene allows it to manifest liquid nitrogen temperatures, where it
has been demonstrated to have a photoresponse to 10.6µm irradiation [89]. This photore-
sponse was not the resonant response hoped for when using Hall crosses, but is promising
nonetheless.
5.3.1. Optical transitions
In a perpendicular magnetic field the linear dispersion of graphene results in
√
B energy
dependence [90]. Subsequently the LL are not equidistant as they are in 2DEGs with
parabolic dispersion. The selection rule for the inter-LL transitions, |n| = |n| + 1, is
unusual because it depends on the absolute value of the LL number which together with
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Figure 5.9.: LL of monolayer graphene: En = sign(n)vF
√
2|e|~B|n|. The selection rule allows
for intra- and inter-band transitions. The chiral nature of the Dirac Fermions however, adds an
extra level of complexity: the right polarisation is necessary excitation.
the symmetry of the electron and hole bands means it simultaneously governs intra- and
inter- band transitions. Furthermore the charge carriers are chiral. This means that the
polarisation of the light is significant, and it distinguishes transitions that otherwise have
the same energy (fig.5.9).
LL spectroscopy allows the probing of the energy levels by irradiation. It is a generic term
to describe transitions between LL. When the wavelength of the light matches the energy
separation of the levels some quasiparticles can be excited into the higher LL if there are
states available. Since this is determined by the cyclotron frequency for the material, such
measurements are also interchangeably referred to as cyclotron resonance (CR), although
strictly CR refers to intraband transitions [90].
5.3.2. Cyclotron resonance
CR experiments are often performed as transmission experiments and reveal information
about the 2DES through the dynamical conductivity. In this way it expected that both
localised and non-localised (integer-filling, extended states) are probed.
CR can also be measured as photoresponse in transport measurements, usually by applying
a lock-in technique to obtain a change in voltage (or resistance). This however is expected
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Figure 5.10.: CR of GaAs measured in transmission. Image from ref. [91].
to exclude the localised states, provided that there is no thermal contact between the two
sets of states. The two types of measurement agree and when compared the slightly wider
peak of the transmission measurement suggests that localised states may have a shorter
scattering time [92].
However, there are also features observed which do not correspond to CR, particularly
in transport measurements. The most common one is a bolometric response observed on
either side of a quantum Hall plateau. It can be identified by its dependence on bias
current and its fixed position regardless of laser energy.
This bolometric response is found to depend on the filling factor, which provides an ex-
planation of its presence at the edge of the plateau in terms of the interplay between the
critical current and substrate heating [88]. There is also evidence that there is contribution
from a photoinduced Hall current, which is not invariant under magnetic field direction,
contrary to the usually considered longitudinal component.This type of bolometric re-
sponse has been observed in graphene too [89].
Deacon et al. [93] measured photoconduction in exfoliated graphene and by varying the
magnetic field and carrier density obtained a CR map (fig.5.11). The resonances obtained
showed a very broad curve in magnetic field (9-13T) for the transition from the 0th to
the 1st LL, with much smaller response for 1st to 2nd LL. This was found to be the case
over a range of wavelengths and also for -1 to 0th transition (fig.5.11). In addition to the
CR response, a negative response was seen at low magnetic fields and low carrier densities
[93]. More significantly there is response between the LL which is due to localised states
in partially filled LL being excited into the extended state, either thermally or by variable
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Figure 5.11.: Map of photoconductance in carrier density and magnetic field, showing location
and intensity of CR resonance in exfoliated graphene. Image from ref. [93].
range hopping.
In exfoliated graphene it is possible to use a gate to vary the carrier density, which allows
for a full demonstration of the different responses. This is not possible in EpiG, and it
is found that although the carrier density is nominally fixed by charge transfer from the
substrate, the charge transfer actually increases with magnetic field [50]. As a result once
on the ν = 2 plateau the filling stays close to integer filling throughout [95].
Some of the difficulty in attempting to observe hotspots in graphene may be due to the
presence of heating effects and the broad resonance, similar to the case with contacts
creating greater CE hotspots than the integer filling response [83].
5.4. Noise measurement of the quantum Hall state
Noise measurement is able to provide information that is inaccessible to other techniques
which take time-averaged values. Generally speaking noise in a dissipationless quantum
conductor is considered to be the voltage fluctations caused by the emission and absorption
of electrons by the contacts which act as electron reservoirs [96].
The mean square of the voltage fluctuation, u2 within a bandwidth ∆f gives the mean-
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Figure 5.12.: Fixed carrier density showing CR width dependence on laser wavelength. The
resonance is very broad. Image from [94].
square noise voltage density, Su. However, in the low frequency approximation Su is
frequency independent and can be given by:
Su ≡ u2/∆f = 4kBTR+ 2eIR2F (5.3)
kB - Boltzmann constant, T - temperature of contacts, e- electron charge, F - Fano factor, I - current, R
- resistance
The first term is Johnson-Nyquist noise that is the result of thermally agitated current
fluctuations. It holds for both classical and quantum scales, making for a very reliable
thermometry technique. In this way the electron temperature may be known when it is
otherwise inaccessible.
Shot noise, the second term, is caused by voltage fluctuation due to the discreteness of
electron charge. It is often considered in terms of flow across a potential barrier. The Fano
factor relates the success of transmission, with a perfect conductor having F=0.
It is theoretically expected and experimentally observed that the noise of the quantum
Hall regime agrees with the Johnson-Nyquist noise of a conventional resistor, if the latter
were of the same resistance value and at the same temperature [96]. While it is in fact
a macroscopic resistor, the QH state is also a nonballistic and reflection-free quantum
conductor. This means that no shot noise is expected, since it would only occurr if there
were point scatterers or poor contacts [96].
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The absence of shot noise was demonstrated by Schurr et al. [96], but it is important to
note that it cannot be ignored out of hand as a contributor to the noise because it can be
applicable when eVH  kT .
There is also total agreement between resistance and noise measurement in [97] as predicted
by the transmission approach [98]. Measuring the noise in a Hall Barr at one contact
reveals the correlation to Rxy, but using two also shows the correlation to Rxx. All of
which points to noise measurement being a promising tool for measuring the breakdown
of the QH state.
Figure 5.13.: Individual noise spectral density measurements taken at different fields overlayed
on transport data. The probe configuration allow Rxx or Rxy to be extracted.Taken and adapted
from Schurr et al. [97]
The situation is altered when current is applied. Burst noise is observed at increased
currents, but also non-integer filling factor, which results in a frequency dependent con-
tribution at low frequencies [97]. There is also a quadratic rise in total noise power with
increased current, starting from before breakdown being recorded. These observation seem
to support the clear evidence by Chida et al. [99] of a ‘precursor regime’ prior to break-
down. A precursor regime is particularly interesting in view of the interpration of excess
noise being the result of partially reflected edge states [98].
Although not in the quantum Hall regime, it is worth noting an unusual property of
graphene with respect to noise. Measurements performed on ballistic graphene devices
with two contacts, without any magnetic field applied, have found shot noise to be present
[100]. The Fano factor found, roughly F=1/3, agrees with theory, but is surprising because
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this is the value universally found in diffusive metals. This is attributed to quantum
relativistic effects [101], namely ‘Zitterbewegung’ which is a jitter motion due interference
of states with positive and negative energy [102].
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Part III.
Experimental results
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6. Experimental set up, samples and
measurement techniques
6.1. Graphene devices
The devices used in all measurements of graphene had a standard Hall bar configuration.
The epitaxial graphene was grown on Si-terminated face of silicon carbide by subliming
away the silicon at 2000°C in 1 atm argon.
(a) Photoconductivity measurement device. (b) Noise measurement device
Figure 6.1.: Images of Hall bars measured
The devices in the three experiments were fabricated at different times onto 7mm × 7mm
chips, using the same technique. Metallic contacts are prone to lift-off when deposited
directly onto graphene, so oxygen plasma etching is used to remove the graphene in order
to evaporate Ti/Au anchors directly onto the silicon carbide. After this, ohmic contacts
are deposited on top of both the anchors and the graphene. Finally, the Hall bar is
patterned with e-beam lithography and the graphene is removed from those areas with
oxygen plasma etching.
Measurement Device dimensions Carrier density control
Weak localisation 50µm × 20µm Photochemical gating
Photoconductivity 148µm × 49µm Corona discharge
QH Noise (GaAs) 125µm × 80µm N/A
QH Noise 177µm × 98µm Corona discharge
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After fabrication the sample is encapsulated in a thick polymer layer (PMMA) to prevent
unintentional doping. In order to reduce the intrinsic n-doping to sufficiently low levels
that allow the observation of the ν = 2 plateau within 11T, the two techniques that were
used will be described in the following section.
6.1.1. Carrier density control
The high carrier density increases the necessity for carrier density control. It is unfortu-
nately not possible to use electrostatic gating to efficiently control the carrier density in
epitaxial graphene [103] due to the pinning of the Fermi level. This means the range of
achievable carrier densities through electrostatic gating is not large enough, particularly
for quantum Hall work.
Although GFET configurations have been investigated, the dielectric leakage, which is
of the order of nA/µm2 for a few volts [104], makes it unsuitable for metrological pur-
poses.
Intercalation by gases to separate the graphene from the substrate is successful, particu-
larly with hydrogen, and has been extensively studied [105, 106]. This process does not
just separate but converts the interfacial layer into a graphene layer. However, the interfa-
cial layer and subsequent pinning of the Fermi level also results in a very robust quantum
Hall effect, with a long ν = 2 plateau. This is a useful property to preserve, so techniques
have been developed to provide a large range of carrier densities, in a reversible fashion,
which are also stable and do not degrade the sample or introduce noise to the device.
Photochemical gating
The n-doping in graphene means that the goal is to reduce the number of electrons. For
metrological purposes it is necessary to have a technique that will have great stability.
The exposed nature of a graphene sheet means that anything coming into contact with
the surface can result in doping. For this reason samples often have a thin layer of
electrically neutral copolymer resist deposited on them such as PMMA. This practic e
offers a springboard to a technique which takes advantage of the easily doped nature of
graphene and meets the necessary criteria.
There exists a polymer resist called ZEP520A which compared to PMMA replaces a methyl
group in the hydrocarbon chain with a chlorine atom. Irradiating ZEP520A with deep
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UV radiation of wavelength 250nm results in photodissociation, with the now chlorine
radical moving away from the molecule [107]. The chlorine radical powerfully attracts
electrons, drawing them away from the graphene sheet and trapping them in the polymer
layer.
Figure 6.2.: Diagram of components for photochemical gating. Molecular diagrams illustrate
radical and acceptor sites formed by the scission of the active moelcule in ZEP520A, due to
photodissociation by the deep UV. Image from [108].
The photochemical gating makes use of this property. ZEP520A is deposited on the sam-
ple on top of a spacer layer of neutral PMMA. The PMMA acts both as a dielectric and
preserves the mobility of electrons in graphene, which provides an improvement on chem-
ical gating, because photo-generated dopants are spatially decoupled from the graphene
[103]. The now twice coated sample is exposed to deep UV to activate the reaction in the
ZEP520A layer so as to attract electrons out of the graphene, and to diffuse through the
spacer layer to the acceptor sites ine ZEP520A.
The ZEP520A cannot be activated when at low temperature, so the exposure to UV needs
to be performed at room temperature. Some further reduction in carrier density is then
seen when the sample is cooled.
Sources of deep UV are not commonplace, but in addition to light boxes used in lithography
and mercury lamps it is now possible to purchase LEDs operating in this region.
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(a) First exposure of sample prepared for
photochemical gating to deep UV LED.
Rapid, dominant decrease in electron con-
centration is only seen on first exposure.
(b) Third exposure of photochemically
gated device showing behaviour during ir-
radiation. Despite this new dynamic, net
reduction in electron concentration is main-
tained, and can bee seen once the sample has
relaxed.
Figure 6.3.: There is a a discrete change in transverse voltage when the UV is switched on and
off. The size of this increases a little with dose, but could not be linked to any excitation process
of the substrate or the graphene.
The dynamics and effect of UV dose have been investigated [109] using both an LED and
a small mercury pencil lamp used for spectrometer calibration. The power of both was
determined using a silicon carbide detector, with the mercury lamp found to be much
more powerful, to the extent that the ozone created by performing exposure in ambient
conditions was no longer negligible. The investigation consisted of performing room tem-
perature magnetotransport measurements with the sample inside an enclosure, together
with either the LED or mercury lamp spaced a few millimetres from the source.
The findings gave an insight into both the efficacy and the limitations of the photochem-
ical gating technique. It was found that even with repeated exposure it was difficult to
reach the Dirac point. This is in part because although neutrality is neared with exten-
sive exposure, the exposure can bake the resist which can then result in instability. It
was also seen that about half of the total reduction possible is obtained in the first expo-
sure (fig.6.3a), inadvertently setting a limit on the total achievable reduction in electron
concentration.
After the first exposure, instead of an immediate reduction in carrier density, an increase
in electron concentration is seen (fig.6.3b). It is only once the UV is switched off that
the reduction begins, and the time constant is hours long before a near final value is
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reached. Despite the increase under UV the total reduction is never reversed, but the
electron extraction effect diminished, irrespective of whether short or long exposures are
used. So although high powers of UV can produce consistent results, fine tuning the carrier
concentration remains difficult even using lower power sources.
This was the technique used on the sample used in the investigation of weak localisa-
tion.
Corona discharge
There are two areas in which photochemical gating could be improved upon for the quan-
tum Hall application. The primary one is to extend the accessible carrier density closer to
and beyond the Dirac point. Another is to improve the reversibility of the technique.
A disadvantage of the photochemical technique is that the first exposure largely determines
the the maximum reduction in electron concentration, and the effect of exposure is not
entirely predictable despite in situ monitoring. While it is possible to reverse the effect
on the polymer layer by heating it beyond its glass temperature [108], or in case of excess
exposure refurbishing the sample with new polymer coatings, these are separate, time
consuming processes. It would be preferable to reverse doping alterations in situ. This
may seem unfeasible, but it is possible for low temperature applications thanks to applying
ions to the sample surface using corona discharge.
Figure 6.4.: The antistatic gun is held above the sample, and the piezo is activated by compres-
sion or expansion of the crystal to produce a voltage that ionises the species in the air. Due to the
electric field lines around the tip one polarity is attracted to the tip while the other propagates
away, allowing it to be deposited in the surface of the sample [103].
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Corona discharge is the production of ions in a gas due to electrical discharge [103]. It
can be created by applying a high voltage to a sharp tip or wire. The ions move along the
lines of electric field [110, 111] and at sufficient proximity can be deposited on the sample
surface.
In air the predominant species are H2O
+ and CO−3 [110, 111] for the respective voltage
polarities.
The carrier density control is carried out in ambient conditions, using a piezo-activated
antistatic gun to generate the corona discharge. The change in doping can be monitored in
situ through the Hall voltage by connecting voltmeters to the device and a relatively small
magnetic field (min. 500mT). The antistatic gun contains a piezo crystal which produces
voltages of either polarity through either being compressed or expanded by the “trigger”,
thus allowing either positive or negative ions to be deposited on the sample surface in 1-2s
long pulses. Applying negative voltage to the tip causes the negative ions produced to
propagate away from the discharge source and become deposited on the surface. The ions
can cover mm2 areas, and the doping can be reversed immediately through depositing the
opposite polarity of ion.
Repetition of pulses and decreased tip to surface distance allows carrier density of naturally
n-doped epitaxial graphene sample to successfully pass the Dirac point to finish p-doped
to high ×1012cm−2 [103].
The graphene sample has a PMMA coating both to act as a dielectric and protect car-
rier mobility. It appears that the change in doping is independent of coating thickness
[103].
In ambient conditions there is carrier density drift on the order of minutes, but the carrier
concentration becomes fixed when the sample is cooled below 200K [103]. This makes the
technique very effective for low temperature magnetotransport measurements as the carrier
density can be maintained for many weeks at low temperature, particularly under stable
conditions, but the doping is reversible once in ambient allowing any carrier concentration
to be set in the future. By lowering the carrier density, the quantum Hall effect can be
realised in magnetic fields of less than 5T at liquid helium temperatures.
This technique has been previously used in the semiconductor industry. The ions deposited
on a dielectric layer induce a surface charge density on the underlying material. The strong
effect on doping is possible through the low mobility of ions in the dielectric allowing large
electric fields to form. The low dielectric ion mobility also suppresses dielectric breakdown,
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which allows the electric fields to be even larger than those produced by metallic gates
[112].
This was the technique used on the samples used in the investigation of quantum Hall
breakdown and Landau level spectroscopy.
6.2. Weak localisation measurement
In order to be able to evaluate whether high frequency radiation causes additional scatter-
ing by direct interaction with charge carriers, known as dynamic dephasing, it is necessary
to know the bolometric response of graphene. Although there are numerous ways in which
to vary temperature in cryogenic conditions, the use of a cryogen-free dilution refrigerator
is advantageous because it provides stable and well known bath temperatures as well as
being economical. For this experiment an Oxford Instruments Triton 200 cryogen-free
dilution refrigerator was used to carry out measurements.
Figure 6.5.: Oxford Instruments Triton 200 dry dilution refrigerator. Already installed coaxial
lines, well controlled bath temperature from as low as 10mK, and a programmable 12T magnet
made it well suited to weak localisation studies.
It was particularly suited to the work planned because of its low base temperature of 1mK
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and the ease and stability with which different temperatures can be set. It also had a 12T
magnet, which is greatly in excess of the magnetic field needed to suppress WL, however
it has the advantage of being stable at low fields and being programmable. When looking
to extract scattering times and in particular looking for small alterations to them, it is
vital to take many data points, so having reproducible small field increments available was
useful.
Ensuring the coupling of the microwaves to a sample requires undertaking device design,
manufacture and implementation. However in this instance perfect coupling is not required
because simple environmental exposure to high frequency radiation is a real scenario in a
number of applications for which graphene may be used.
The Triton 200 is fitted with eight coaxial lines that go down into the sample holder puck.
Exposing the coaxial core creates a simple dipole antenna. In order to irradiate the sample
as well as possible, two pieces of copper coaxial cable were bent around to minimise the
distance to the sample, which is is mounted onto a ceramic TO-8 header with gold contact
pads for wire bonding.
A vector network analyser (VNA) was used to examine the signal, primarily to establish
whether the level of attenuation was acceptable. Due to the reflections and the potential
for standing waves the inside the puck, the exact frequencies used were determined based
on the size of the signal seen on the lock-in. Microwaves were supplied using two different
sources due to equipment availability, but no difference was observed and both had a range
up to 20GHz. A dc block was placed on the output to ensure that noise and any resultant
heating from the source were minimised.
The measurements were carried out using a photochemically gated Hall bar with channel
dimensions 20µm by 100µm, with the voltage probes spaced 50µm apart. This qualifies
the device as being large and so mesoscopic fluctuations are not expected to affect the
WL. The first set of measurements applied a dc current and measured longitudinal and
transverse voltage to obtain Rxx and Rxy, but it was quickly established that an ac current
was preferable as it did not affect the WL peak observed but heated the sample less. Once
an ac current was applied, the measurements were performed with a lock-in amplifier,
which gave information on the phase instead of transverse voltage.
|0.2T| was observed to be sufficient to suppress the weak localisation, in part because as
earlier work had indicated τ i and τ∗ were found to be constant.
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6.3. Magneto-optic measurement
Cyclotron resonance measurements do not necessarily have to be performed at very low
temperatures, which is particularly true for graphene and is also relevant to its application
as a higher temperature resistance standard. A 4.2K LHe4 cryostat with a 12T magnet
was refurbished for this work.
The diagram in figure 6.6 shows large solenoid coils which are in fact roughly to scale. The
dimensions of the magnet had drawbacks in terms of having large thermal mass and large
inductance, but the large 50mm bore allowed room piezo positioners to comfortably fit in
a probe. Figure 6.6 shows that a large XYZ stack could be implemented while keeping
the sample centred in the magnet. There was even room for fine scanning piezos to be
attached above and facilitate tuning fork based atomic force microscopy.
Figure 6.6.: The 4.2K cryostat has a 12T magnet 40cm in height and with 50mm bore. Orange
lines indicate the position of radiation baﬄes, which also carried the quench protection
The refurbishment entailed making power lead extensions to connect to the top plate and
installing quench protection. The orange lines near the top are radiation baﬄes designed
to help reduce evaporation of the liquid bath. They were made of pcb board which allowed
for easy installation of highly dissipative resistors to the copper surface in a protection
circuit. Isolation of power leads was achieved by removing the copper in the vicinity of
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the contact.
The probe was filled with exchange gas because the titanium Attocube piezo positioners
took hours to cool in vacuum. The design of the probe is based on having two stainless
steel tubes as the main support for the load at the bottom. This has a number of bene-
fits: measurement cabling can be run separate to the high voltage lines necessary for the
operation of piezos and it has the structure to allow for large unobstructed plates to be
hung at the bottom (fig.6.7b). The plates are tightened with screws to a back plate. By
milling parallel M3 tracks in the backplates the position of all components is adjustable.
Adding holes to the stainless steel baﬄes with rotational offset to one another not only
aided wiring (while preventing line of sight to room temperature), but made insertion of
an optical fibre possible. In this way the probe was adapted for the study of cyclotron
resonance in epitaxial graphene.
(a) Diagram of components for cyclotron
resonance set-up of probe.
(b) Image of probe elements for photore-
sponse measurement.
Figure 6.7.: Photoresponse measurement set-up
The optical fibre comes down and is held in place above the sample using a brass plate. A
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cylinder of Tufset plastic with an off-axis hole allows for better positioning above a specific
device. This was employed to ensure a fixed position, but also because a typical graphene
sample used is 7mm x 7mm and the fibre has 1mm diameter. Despite the samples being
mounted on a flat pcb, the fixed position of the threaded holes in the top-plate of each
piezo meant that the extra control over fibre position was necessary to reach some devices,
in spite of the mobility range of the positioners.
Nonetheless, the use of positioners was crucial in achieving optical alignment, which is
tricky enough to achieve on massive, fixed platforms at room temperature. It would also
have been indispensible if CR had been observed and cyclotron emission from the hotspots
had subsequently been sought out. As can be seen in fig.6.7b there was ample space to
install a detector and optics for focusing it.
6.3.1. Coupling light
While the probe design made coupling light to the sample relatively easy in the sample
space, there were other logistical steps to consider, such as what source to use and how
make a vacuum-tight fitting for the optical fibre.
Figure 6.8.: Side view of the QCL from Alpes Lasers, together with the collation lens for coupling
into the optical fibre. The laser diode generates a lot of heat so the large heat sink was quickly
replaced with water cooling of the Peltier junction in the base.
A quantum cascade laser (QCL) is a superlattice structure which produces a sequence
of quantum wells on a potential slope. This makes is possible to engineer any chosen
wavelength on a small semiconductor diode, even traditionally inaccessible ones such as
the 10µm needed for the 0 → 1 LL transition in graphene. Its small dimensions (the
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housing is palm sized) are also advantageous for cryogenic applications where an elevated
position will generally be necessary.
Figure 6.9.: A demonstration of the components required to a make a vacuum-tight optical fibre
coupling. a) shows the components prior to assembly.
A small shelf and optical bread board were employed to meet this requirement. (Shelves
as seen in figure 6.12b). The bread board was a necessary step because it was found
that despite the point source emission of the diode through a mica window, very precise
alignment of the optical fibre was necessary in order to produce sufficient output at the
sample end. In fact the power output of the diode by itself is so low as to be barely
perceptible, which is why a large collation lens has to be placed very close to the window.
This gathers enough signal to be able to detect, but milliwatts of power can be coupled
into the fibre when micrometer positioning stages are used.
The output was investigated using both a pyroelectric sensor and a powermeter at room
temperature, and a mercury-cadmium-telluride bolometer (MCT) in liquid nitrogen.
In addition to its spatial distribution, the power output of the QCL was extensively char-
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acterised. This was because as well as the dc bias applied to the QCL diode it can also
accept an ac modulation which then modulates the power and makes it possible to use it
in conjunction with a lock-in amplifier. This was particularly useful because the use of an
optical chopper was not possible with the highly divergent output of the diode.
The challenge of coupling the fibre was met with a few crucial adaptations. The first thing
to note is that this alteration was possible because the top of the probe head could be
removed. It consists of a circular plate held on by a threaded ring top, noth of which can
be seen in the top left of figure 6.9.
This allowed a plate with a hard soldered Swagelok connector to replace it (6.9b). Replac-
ing the metal ferrule in the connector with one made of Teflon makes for a vacuum-tight
seal [113]. The new ferrule needs to have sloped sides that match the original’s, a through-
hole just bigger than the diameter of the fibre and a small parallel sided head (6.9c). This is
works because the remaining metal o-ring compresses the Teflon as the thread is tightened.
The technique is usually used with smaller diameter fibres, but it worked well.
Inserting the fibre into a stainless steel tube ensures a good fit with the Swagelok connector,
particularly if the tube polished smooth. The tube also helps to support the fibre, but more
importantly it ensured vacuum-tightness with respect to the fibre coating too. For 10µm
use the fibre has to be custom made using polycrystalline AgClxBr1-x and is particularly
brittle, but the manufacturer (Art Photonics) agreed to leave a section of it unsheathed
to ensure a good seal with the Stycast.
In addition, this is a totally reversible adaptation because the fibre can be removed, and
replaced with the original plate.
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6.4. Noise measurement
There are numerous methods for measuring noise and its auto- or cross-correlations. Di-
carlo et al. combined cryogenic amplification with fast Fourier transform (FFT) based
spectral measurement [114] and their technique is applied here.
In low frequency measurements an increase in temperature or resistance can often appear in
the 1/f regime, which can make quantifying it difficult. However, if there is an inductance
introduced together with a capacitance, an RLC tank circuit is formed and the noise is
shifted into a resonance peak at higher frequency. This is the principle of operation here
and the gain is provided by the transconductance of a high electron mobility transistor
(HEMT).
Figure 6.10.: The principle behind creating a tank circuit resonance is to move away from the
1/f regime and has the advantage of providing information about the system under test through
its centre frequency and width.
For typical coaxial cables in a cryogenic probe the capacitance is of the order of 80pF, so
that the centre frequency, f0, is readily shifted to a few MHz with surface mount inductors.
The centre frequency is determined by L and C only, and the width provides a measure
of effective resistance:
f0 =
1
2pi
√
LC
∆f =
1
2piRC
(6.1)
The two amplifiers will have slightly different frequency properties even if the compo-
nents are carefully matched, and the individual HEMTs can have very different saturation
points. Nonetheless extracting the correlation will subtract the flat, background white
noise. The noise is then just the Johnson noise without any amplifier contribution, and
can be obtained in real time. The Xr curve can be fitted, but the fit may not converge,
while a simple evalution of the peak using bins is suitable for many evaluations. Simul-
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taneously recording the spectrum of each measurement allows for future verification, or
fitting if necessary.
Figure 6.11.: A new probe with coaxial lines, dc loom and sample holder to accomodate both
were constructed. The noise is measured at one contact with two amplifer channels. This allows
for subtraction of the background white noise through extracting the correlaton. The Hall bar is
biased when in magnetic field to investigate QH breakdown. L = 33µH, C=74pF so f0 = 3.22MHz.
Schematic adapted from [114].
In this investigation one contact is used and so the configuration resembles one used by
Chida et al. [99]. The noise measurement works without any transport present, but since
it is the QH breakdown that is of interest, bias current is applied and voltage measure-
ments performed. The noise is much cleaner without the DVMs connected, so two sets of
measurements are taken.
(a) Compact pcb design directly after Di-
carlo et al. [114].
(b) Coaxial cables seen going in through top
of probe and control box. Dc lines in through
side arm of probe.
Figure 6.12.: Noise measurement set-up
The amplifier is small and suited to mounting inside a cryogenic probe. A control box
was made in order to individually control the gain on each channel. The display panels
showing the current drawn by the amplifers also proved to be useful diagnostic tool.
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interaction
Weak localisation is sensitive to different types of scattering, which makes it useful a tool
for understanding interactions in systems where it is present. Here the phase coherence
and energy relaxation rate, which can be calculated from WL, were used to seek evidence
of additional inelastic scattering under microwave radiation. The author of this thesis
published the data summarised in this chapter [86].
7.1. Determining effective electron temperature
The resistance was recorded with ax bias current of 10nA during sweeps of magnetic field
from -0.2 T to +0.2 T to obtain the weak localisation peak. This was done at a number of
temperatures from 10 mK to 20 K, which are all below the Bloch-Gru¨neisen temperature,
which is estimated as 30 K for graphene and thought to be 28 K for our particular sample
(fig.7.1).
In the absence of WL the resistance is determined by temperature, so taking the value
where the peak is suppressed (0.1T) and plotting this “background” resistance against the
bath temperature as set by the cryostat, a calibration of the temperature of the sample
was obtained.
7.2. Suppression by microwaves
In order to be able to investigate the the effect of microwave irradiation, it is necessary to
determine an effective temperature for these externally heated electrons.
The effective temperature of the electrons, Te was determined by extracting and plotting
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Figure 7.1.: The WL peak as suppressed by temperature. There is dc current applied here
which increases the offset between the curves.
the background values for a given frequency of microwave excitation, and directly com-
paring it to the resistance to the plot obtained by varying the bath temperature only (see
fig.7.2). The shape of the the temperatures and microwave curves is different, although
plotted here against 3
√
W there is some similarity. The choice of power will be come
apparent further in this section.
The size of the WL peak can be determined as the difference in the resistance found at
0T and 0.1T. Dynamic dephasing is expected to manifest as additional inelastic scattering
[61, 62] and so to suppress the WL peak and reduce the phase coherence length, Lφ which
determines the width of the peak. The elastic intervalley and intravelley scattering times
which determine the shape of WL curve as described in equation (3.6) are not expected to
be affected. Previous observations found that this correction was carrier density depend,
but was indentifiable by a strong linear dependence on magnetic field [62]. Comparing the
peak heights for irradiated and thermally heated graphene will show if the weak localisation
behaviour of the sample is affected by irradiation with microwaves in a non-bolometric
way.
There is no difference observed for any of the frequencies applied (fig.7.3), which indicates
that there is no dynamic dephasing present and microwave irradiation only has a bolo-
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Figure 7.2.: Determining the effective temperature created by microwave excitation by equating
resistance away from the WL quantum correction, R(B=0.1T) to temperature.
metric effect. It may occur in the THz region, although work carried out by Antonov in
[86] does not suggest that to be the case even at 170 GHz.
The shape of the peak height against temperature is not immediately obvious, but as
is well demonstrated in figure 7.3, shows an x/sinh(x) dependence. This is the same
dependence as the Lifshitz-Kosevich formula for extractioning electron temperature from
Shubnikov de Haas oscillations (4.1).
In fact it is important to be able to plot the low temperature region well, because sometimes
a saturation can produce a similar effect, or even a pronounced bend in the curve, referred
to as a “knee”. Such a feature is commonly observed in such WL suppression measurements
at around 1 K and various processes have been used to explain it. Using low microwave
power and ac current bias helps to keep Te and bath temperature low, so the presence
of knee at 3K rather than 1K suggested the presence of measurement problem. Once the
grounding problem was found and rectified the full dependence was revealed as seen in
(fig.7.3).
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Figure 7.3.: The suppression of the peak by microwaves shows no disparity between heating
by raising the bath temperature or creation of an effective temperature by microwave irradiation.
This suggests that microwave excitation only results in a bolometric effect.
7.2.1. Phase coherence
The strong agreement of peak heights in figure 7.3 seems to preclude the presence of
additional inelastic scattering. Fitting the WL peak according to equation (3.6) and
extracting the scattering times may prove more sensitive to any effects of the microwave
radiation.
The extraction of the scattering times and lengths was done using a fitting programme
written in LabVIEW. It uses ∆ρ
ρ2
based on equation (3.6) in McCann [55] to fit the weak
localisation curve. This extracts the inter- and intra- valley scattering times τi, τ∗ and the
phase coherence time, τφ.
The phase coherence time, τφ describes the time between collisions which break time-
reversal symmetry. Magnetic field is the most obvious parameter to do this, but inelastic
scattering such as that introduced by direct interaction with microwave photons would
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also affect τφ. Plotting the phase decoherence rate (fig.7.4) showed all temperature and
microwave points to fall on the same curve. This confirmed that the behaviour under
microwave excitation was purely bolometric. The elastic scattering times were found to
be largely independent of temperature, with a very small change at 5K.
Figure 7.4.: Different sets of temperature runs represented by squares in pink, orange and
black. The blue triangle is 1GHz, green pentagon 5GHz and red diamond 10GHz. As can be
seen irradiation by microwaves does not result in decoherence behaviour any different to that of
increasing the bath temperature.
The phase decoherence rate, τ−1φ is thought to be described by τ
−1
φ = τ
−1
s + AT . Plot-
ting τ−1φ on a log-log scale (fig.7.5) can establish whether the low temperature behaviour
saturates and the proposed relation is correct. The constant indicating saturation, τ−1s ,
is thought to be due to spin-flip processes from scattering on magnetic defects. There
appears to be good agreement and the values found for this sample were τs = 14 ps com-
pared to 50 ps in [59]. Sample dependence for τ−1s would not be surprising from spin-flip
processes as they would be governed by impurities in the SiC substrate.
Further consideration of τφ, and its magnitude compared to the period of the incoming
radiation can explain the absence of dynamic dephasing. τφ ranges from 1-15 ps while
period of microwave radiation is between 0.6 and 7ns. There is insufficient time for addi-
tional inelastic scattering to be caused by microwaves as the inherent decoherence rate is
faster. The absence of dynamic dephasing is then explained as τφ  2pif .
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Figure 7.5.: On a logarithmic scale the same data as in figure 7.4 shows behaviour interpreted
as saturation. In ref [59] this is attributed to spin flip processes. This data is for set of bath
temperature measurements, but will be the same for all as shown in the previous figure.
7.3. Energy relaxation time
The energy relaxation time, τe can be found from the relation relating electron tempera-
ture to the power loss rate per carrier, P by equation (4.2). Since the effective electron
temperature due to irradiation has been demonstrated to be bolometric, Te will now refer
to electron temperature in general, be it from raising the bath temperature, bias current or
microwave radiation. Determining τe allows the investigation of the thermal equilibrium
of the system and its processes of heat loss. Equation (4.2) is repeated here for ease of
use.
τ e =
pi2k2bT
2
e
3EFP
=
pi2k2bT
2
e
3EFα(T 3e − T 3L)
(7.1)
Baker et al. [64] found that the power loss rate per carrier in the temperature regime below
the Bloch-Gru¨neisen temperature followed a T 4 law. This is the expected dependence
based on phase space considerations (section 4.1.1). Later measurements on graphene
devices manufactured using different techniques [70] demonstrate that there is crossover
to a T 3 dependence at higher temperatures; shown in figure 4.1 to be about 20K. For
graphene this can be related to supercollisions [67], but a T 3 dependence has been observed
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in InSb devices, as well as other materials Si, SiGe and GaAs [71]. The difference may
be due to the small Fermi surface of graphene, but in these measurements despite having
control over the bath temperature only a T 3 dependence was measured.
In the paper establishing the equivalency of the SdH and WL methods for finding electron
temperature, it was shown that the power to be lost is dictated by the material and carrier
density dependent coefficient, α [70]. As in that work, α can be determined by comparing
P to (effective) temperature due to current heating. Current heating can be used to
directly and bolometrically vary Te and determine τe. P is energy loss per carrier, so has
a denominator of nA -carrier density times device area, but since this is true for both
sides of the equation it can be neglected and α can be found by plotting (T 3e −T 3L) against
I2Rxx. Applying a dc offset current to the ac current normally applied, α was found to
be 5.75 × 10−18WK−3 which is of the same order of magnitude, if a bit larger than those
found in [70]. This puts it in broad agreement with the Kubbakadi theory, where energy
loss rate at low temperatures is dominated by deformation potential coupling [66].
Figure 7.6.: Plotting the difference in electron and lattice temperature cubed against power with
microwave irradiation needs to account for the different coupling coefficients of the
frequencies. The bolometric temperature equivalence is established by determining
the effective electron temperature as in figure 7.2.
Microwave heating, since it is bolometric, can be readily compared to current heating, with
P = γM/nA, with M being microwave power. As seen in figure 7.2 the different frequencies
have different effective temperatures at any given power which is due to having different
coupling coefficients to the sample. γ represents these in relation to current heating. Each
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data set in figure 7.6) has a different slope, but by taking the ratio of the slope due to
a microwave irradiation frequency to the slope due to current heating gives a measure of
the different coupling coefficients. Multiplying by this then γM data will have the same
slope as current heating, allowed by their bolometric equivalence.
Looking again at equation (7.1) it can be seen that when Te  TL, for a T 3 dependence,
τe is a function of temperature as 1/T. For a T
4 dependence, the function of temperature
would be as 1/T2. τe can calculated once α and γ are known. The 1/T dependence is
clear in figure 7.7.
Figure 7.7.: The energy relaxation rate as a function of temperature
This confirms the T 3 dependence of energy loss rate in this sample even under microwave
radiation. In addition the values of τe are all greater than 1 ns. This means the energy
relaxation time is approximately the same as the period of the microwaves, which confirms
that there is sufficient time to establish a temperature in the electron system, but not
enough to introduce inelastic scattering τφ  t ≈ τe [86] .
7.3.1. Discussion
Performing fitting on WL measurements on an epitaxial graphene Hall bar gave scattering
times in agreement with earlier work [59], with constant elastic scattering times and a
phase coherence length of about half a micron at 1K. Comparison of WL peak height due
to varying bath temperature and microwave irradiation showed microwave irradiation to
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have a purely bolometric effect. High frequency radiation can cause additional inelastic
scattering, which by breaking time-reversal symmetry could suppress the WL peak [61, 62].
This was not observed due to the phase coherence time being much shorter than the period
of the radiation, rather than a carrier density effect.
The energy relaxation time of the device was approximately the same as the period of the
radiation allowing a temperature to be established and explaining the excellent agreement
to bolometric behaviour with bath temperature and current heating. Current heating
was used as the basis to establish the energy relaxation time under irradiation, and it
confirmed the T 3 dependence of the energy loss rate per carrier. Given that the electron
temperature due to radiation did not exceed about 8K, this is surprising as below 20K a
T 4 dependence would be expected for graphene [70].
In graphene the T 3 dependence of the energy loss rate per carrier indicates the presence of
supercollisions, which are three-body collisions permitted by disorder in the sample [67].
Alternatively, this dependence is common for other 2DEGs [71].
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Epitaxial graphene is a good candidate for observing cyclotron emission (CE) hotspots
because of the high breakdown currents it can support, large device area compared to exfo-
liated graphene, and the high percentage monolayer coverage compared to CVD graphene.
It is a good first step to investigate the photoresponse to confirm resonance, and also gain
in situ information about the heating effects and the photoconductance.
In conventional semiconductor 2DEGs the parabolic energy dispersion form into the
equidistant energy levels of a harmonic oscillator when a perpendicular magnetic field
is applied. In the magnetoresistance then a set of Shubnikov de Haas (SdH) oscillations
are seen as the magnetic field is increased, which then evolve into separate quantum Hall
states once the spacing between the levels exceeds their width due to broadening.
If a photon of the same energy as the spacing between levels is incident on a sample,
its absorption can excite electrons (holes) into an unoccupied level and this is called
cyclotron resonance (CR). The corresponding reduction in transmission through a sample
can be measured optically by placing a detector behind the sample. However, transport
measurements can also be used, by detecting the photoinduced change in resistance. CR
has been investigated in 2DEGs not only to extract information about the system, but
for application purposes because the energy level spacing corresponds to the THz regime
in frequency [115, 88], which is a part of the electromagnetic spectrum that is difficult to
detect.
Irradiated transport measurements provide more information about the system and are
easier to operate than optical measurements, but their interpretation is complicated by
the magnetic field dependence of the resistance, and the heating of the electron gas.
In graphene fewer studies have been carried out. The linear energy dispersion results in a√
B dependence of energy levels in a magnetic field, so the levels are not equidistant from
each other. This alters the selection rule and these transitions have been studied exten-
sively in transmission [116, 117, 118, 119]. There have been few studies using transport
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however.
8.1. Cyclotron resonance in transport measurement
Cyclotron resonance cannot be observed at exactly integer filling in a quantised 2DEG-
which means that in transport measurements it will be observed in the dissipative transi-
tion regime between quantum Hall states. As such it must be distinguished from bolomet-
ric changes in resistance i.e. heating due to the irradiation of the sample. There are often
features on the flanks of the QH plateaux. This area is particularly sensitive to bolometric
heating due to the effect of changing filling factor on the temperature coefficient of the
material [83]. Empirically, taking the difference of two magnetoresistance plots at different
bath temperatures will provide this information [92]. Comparing this to the photoresponse
then determines whether the response is bolometric.
Often the photoresponse is bolometric, in which case it has been found that this can be
described by a single exponential decay of the energy relaxation [115, 88] and is contributed
by the longitudinal component of the device resistance, with the physical parameters of
the device having an important role. It has also been possible to separate out CR from a
larger bolometric response, by dividing by the temperature coefficient [92].
Some earlier works found a large photoresponse centred on the plateau [120]. Subsequently
these have generally been attributed to the high power of the source. Since in these cases
a marked increase in the photoresponse was seen at device bias values close to breakdown,
but not after, it is plausible that the irradiation pulse causes breakdown in this situation
resulting in significantly increased photoresponse.
Later investigations showed that pulses can cause momentary breakdown, which then
result in multiple decay times [121]. Interestingly, in these situations a CR response was
identified a bit further away from the flank of the plateau than the bolometric one. It was
attributed to a photoinduced Hall current forming across the localised bulk region, and
so being of transverse origin. However, longitudinal contributions can easily dominate a
system.
Studies on graphene have been less extensive and have primarily been on two contact de-
vices. Deacon et al. showed photoresponses which correlated to the energy level spacings
of the linear dispersion of monolayer graphene, using a gated device [94]. Their photore-
sponse was one large peak, very broad in magnetic field. The breadth is understandable
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to some extent due to the large spacing between the N=0 and N=1 Landau levels. A small
negative response is also observed, but is not discussed [93]. The power used is low, but
the device area is small too.
A bolometric response has been found to be viable up to even liquid nitrogen temper-
atures [89], but this time flanking the plateau as is commonly found in AlGaAs/GaAs
heterostructures. Measurement by Watanabe et al. on a high mobility device thanks
to its h-BN substrate found bolometric, and also reported CR photoresponse across the
width of their plateau by varying their gate voltage [122].
8.2. Photoresponse in epitaxial graphene
The measurement undertaken here differs from most previous ones in a number of ways.
A 4-terminal configuration is used, rather than a 2-terminal one, with a lock-in amplifier
measuring across longitudinal voltage probes. The source of radiation is not a high power
laser, but a quantum cascade laser diode. It has a divergent output, acting almost as point
source, which means that although mW are observed with a collecting lens, only a fraction
of that travels down the optical fibre, allowing at most hundreds of µW to be emitted. It
is not possible to maintain this is alignment during the mounting of the probe into the
cryostat, and the amount incident on the sample is further reduced by the position of the
fibre relative to the device. The source is not broadband, but is not entirely fixed, with
the exact wavelength being affected by the laser diode bias current. Even at the maximum
possible power, the greater size of these EpiG devices puts the irradiance within a factor
10 of the output value used by Deacon et al. Mechanical chopping was not possible, so the
cw power output of the laser is changed by modulating the laser diode bias current.
Figure 8.1 shows Rxx vs B and the photoresponse vs B together. Comparing the photore-
sponse curves to their corresponding resistance curves shows that there is a feature in the
vicinity of the Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillation and that there is no photoresponse
on the plateau. The plateau corresponds to exact ν = 2 filling, but unfortunately despite
becoming minimal, the longitudinal resistance never vanishes completely and so the device
cannot be said to be fully quantised. The response is observed on the slope of Rxx down to
the plateau. For the N=0 → N=1 LL transition the energy difference is of order 124meV
which in wavelength is 10µm. In order for it to be possible to observe the transition, the
carrier density needed to be less than 5.3 ×1011cm−2. Depending on the exact wavelength
it varies, but the CR was expected at 9T.
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The photoresponse curves are plotted on a log scale in order to be able to present the
results for the two diodes at the same time, which is necessary because the photoresponse
to 5µm irradiation is so much smaller than for 10µm. The response to 5µm radiation
is consistently two orders of magnitude smaller than to 10µm radiation, which does not
correspond to either the power difference of the laser diodes or the energy difference of the
photons. It was found that the photoresponse was much bigger with 10µA bias current
than 1µA and with the laser power modulated at low frequency.
Figure 8.1.: Response to 10µm and 5µm radiation with 10µA bias current measured with a lock-
in amplifier at low frequency (11Hz). The longitudinal resistance curve is included to demonstrate
the behavioural regime of the sample. There are two sets because the data are from different data
runs, with different carrier densities. The 10µm response curve is unusual because it has some
response at high magnetic field.
There is a similarity in the shape of the magnitude of the photoresponse curve to the
longitudinal resistance curve, that is partly obscured when plotted on a logarithimic scale.
The strong response seen at the SdH oscillation prior to entering the plateau, is similar
to, but does not correspond well with the bolometric response observed at the edges of
conventional 2DEGs. This is due in part to the unusual and broad features of magnetore-
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sistance in epitaxial graphene, compared to the many narrow features of gated graphene
devices or those of materials with parabolic energy dispersions.
In order to understand this unusual photoresponse it is not sufficient to only study it in
isolation, but to examine the dc transport measurements and to correlate the two.
8.2.1. Origin of the photoresponse
The graph (fig.8.2) shows the Rxx curve taken at two device bias currents, 1µA and 10µA,
with the laser off (black and blue lines), and with the laser on at a high power setting,
but unmodulated (green and red lines). The laser power was unmodulated because when
measuring with the DVM there is no benefit to having an ac component present. It has
previously been verified that additonal ac modulation can cause a small difference in the
resistance, but that change is small and not necessarily consistent across measurements,
and so was omitted for simplicity. The high power setting (dc diode bias current 980mA)
was designed to compensate for the absence of modulation as it has the same the maximum
power value as achieved with modulation (dc940mA plus ac40mA). In this way this data
gives the maximum possible change in longitudinal resistance as a result of irradiation
with this 10µm laser diode.
As can be seen there is one SdH oscillation present before the device enters the ν = 2
plateau at about 4T. This is not unusual for epitaxial graphene devices due to the pinning
of the Fermi level [123].1
The higher current of 10µA reduces the overall resistance of the device. The lower value of
the SdH peak (and WL feature) indicate that this is due to heating of the electron system.
At both currents, irradiation has a qualitatively similar effect to current, albeit much
smaller in magnitude. However, in addition to suppressing the SdH peak by heating, the
oscillation is also shifted in magnetic field. The SdH maximum is shifted by a small amount
(≈ 0.05T) even by irradiation, although due to the broad nature of the maximum this is
more clearly seen on the straight slope prior to the ν = 2 plateau than at the maximum.
This shift in magnetic field position is indicative of a change in carrier density. Although
this is surprising, it is more plausible for epitaxial graphene than it would be for devices
made of other 2DES. It is now known that there is charge transfer from the substrate
1There is also a peak near B=0. After due consideration this is taken to be a weak localisation feature,
but it is unusual in its size, asymmetric shape and peak not being at exactly B=0. For these reasons
it is not used as a measure of electron temperature.
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Figure 8.2.: Rxx with and without laser irradiation at 1µA and 10µA bias current. Increasing
the current reduces the resistance and alters the SdH oscillation. The plateau is not fully quan-
tised. The change in resistance due to irradiation gives no indication of the observed difference in
photoresponse.
at the pinned Fermi level i.e. allowing the ν = 2 plateau to extend to extremely high
magnetic field [51, 95]. While there has not previously been evidence of charge transfer in
the SdH regime, the carrier density is not fixed by an electrostatic gate as would be the
case for other materials.
When investigating the photoresponse in a 2DES it is usually sufficient to be interested in
the magnitude of this response. However, in these measurements the magnitude appears
to give a feature with a small peak preceding the larger one, with a minimum between the
two at approximately the maximum of SdH oscillation (fig.8.3). The position in magnetic
field of the photoresponse raises questions as to its nature, not least because a response
is often seen at the edge of the quantum Hall plateau. As a change in resistance, the
photoresponse could then either be equivalent to the derivative of the slope, or a simple
difference i.e. between the two curves.
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Figure 8.3.: Comparing the derivative of Rxx to the photoresistance (both absolute values here)
shows the same shape, but that the curves are offset in magnetic field. The photoresistance was
taken with 1µA bias current and low power modulation. Inset:Rxx included for reference, with
markers for the SdH maximum and 2T.
Comparing the magnitude of photoresponse in terms of resistance (lock-in voltage divided
by device bias current) to the magnitude of the derivative calculated for the longitudinal
resistance at 1µA bias current shows that the features agree in shape, but not in magnetic
field position (fig.8.3). Agreement in this respect is more important than usual, due to
the observed increase in carrier density (fig.8.2). At 10µA bias current the photoresponse
is broader and so the difference with respect to the derivative is reduced.
It can be seen by measuring in the (X,Y ) configuration of the lock-in amplifier (fig.8.11)
that the photoresponse happens predominantly in the real component, X, but crosses
zero creating two peaks when the modulus is taken. In the (r, θ) configuration this more
clearly manifests as an abrupt change in phase of the signal. Taking a simple difference
in Rxx with and without the laser produced curves which reproduces this shape (fig.8.4),
demonstrating that the photoresponse originates from the change in resistance between
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Figure 8.4.: Rxx due to irradiation subtracted from Rxx without the laser. The difference curve
is identical to the dominant component of the lock-in voltage (fig.8.11)
the irradiated device and what it would otherwise be. However this difference has to
be taken very carefully at exactly matching values of magnetic field because the slope
of magnetoresistance is so steep (30Ω/mT) that even small deviations in magnetic field
or inaccuracies in determining the resistance value introduce errors and can alter the
difference value found by hundreds of ohms.
Usually, in gated devices, the SdH oscillations line up well in magnetic field and the
amplitude of the oscillation is reduced by temperature or bias current. In that case the
shape of a difference curve would not be expected to look like it does here for epitaxial
graphene. The correspondence of the difference curve with the real component of the
photoresponse signal is strong enough evidence to put the origin of the photoresponse in
the difference of resistance in the device when irradiated. However, the much greater size
of the photoresponse at 10µA indicates the explanation is incomplete.
Comparing the absolute value of the difference in resistance when irradiated to the per-
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Figure 8.5.: The highest percentage change occurs at unexpectedly high magnetic field. It does
not coincide with the maximum difference in resistance. It is also found that percentage change
in resistance due to irradiation is the same for the two bias currents, despite the photoresponse at
10µA being larger.
centage change in resistance, it is notable that the biggest percentage change occurs at
higher magnetic field values, rather than at the maximum difference (fig.8.5).
Even accounting for the fact that the total change in resistance needs to sum the positive
and negative components, the change in resistance at 10µA is only a few hundred ohms
greater than for 1µA. These changes in resistance amount to the same percentage change
in resistance, compared to the zero field resistance at these currents. This is surprising
considering the orders of magnitude difference in photoresponse at these two currents
recorded with the lock-in.
The position in magnetic field of the greatest percentage change in resistance emphasises
that the relative shift of the two curves is responsible. This is evident when the difference
is overlaid with the longitudinal resistance curves (fig.8.6): the difference is approximately
constant until it is reduced as the curve with no irradiation reaches its peak, then becomes
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Figure 8.6.: The difference in resistance (green line) due to irradiation is approximately constant
until the resistance maxima begin to crossover, which leads to a large negative difference, which
decreases once the resistance curves begin to converge near the plateau.
negative once the two curves crossover.
By shifting the irradiated Rxx curve so that its maximum aligns in magnetic field with the
maximum of the curve without the laser, the resulting difference curve provides a baseline
for what would be the case in more usual data. The curves in figures (fig.8.7a) and
(fig.8.7b) are unaltered difference values rather than the modulus. The minimum arises
due to the two resistance curves getting closer together near their maxima. The irradiated
curves are not broader than the unirradiated ones as clearly seen visually when they are
shifted together, and by the positive difference values. However, there is a change in shape,
an effective broadening of the whole SdH oscillation when it is left unshifted because the
oscillation is not segregated from the data before it. Except for a few negative values as the
curves converge near the plateau, all the difference values are positive. The resistance of
the plateau is higher when irradiated which causes the negative values (fig.8.7a, fig.8.7b).
The percentage change in resistance is not the same for the two bias currents bias current
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with the SdH maxima aligned. In addition, the biggest difference in resistance now occurs
at the start of the slope of the SdH oscillation and decreases as the curves converge, rather
than occuring right at the base of the slope near the plateau. This shows that the position
of the photoresponse as compared to the resistance or its derivative is due to the change
in carrier density.
Comparing the difference for the shifted difference curve to the original difference curves
shows a significant, qualitative change in shape. It is also clear that shifted difference
curves are much smaller.
(a) 1µA bias current. The irradiated Rxx
curve is shifted down in magnetic field to
align the maxima of the two curves. Tak-
ing the difference in this way demonstrates
a more usual difference behaviour.
(b) 10µA bias current. Comparing the ab-
solute value in Rxx difference with the differ-
ence from aligned curves shows the dramatic
alteration in shape and magnitude, despite
the maxima misalignment being small.
Figure 8.7.: Rxx difference with SdH peaks aligned
Having determined the origin of the photoresponse to be due to the change in resistance
under radiation, and its position in magnetic field to be due to the change in carrier den-
sity, it would be preferable to have a faster and more succinct method for showing the
nature of the response. Although in this measurement system there was no way to vary
bath temperature, by taking the bias currents to establish different effective electron tem-
peratures an analysis like that by Horstmann et al. [92] can be performed. In this case the
difference in resistance at 1µA and 10µA will give an uncalibrated temperature coefficient,
but it should still suffice for removing bolometric effects from the photoresistivity.
Two tests are possible. One is to divide the resistance under unmodulated irradiation by
the effective temperature coefficient. This is not an exact replica of what was perfomed
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Figure 8.8.: Taking the ratio of the difference due to irradiation minus a low current to irradiation
at a higher current should reveal any features obscured by bolometric heating. The absence of any
features shows the photoresponse to be bolometric in origin. Using the two different currents helps
to take account of the temperature coefficient in a similar way to Horstmann et al. [92].
previously in [92] because the numerator is DVM transport not photoresponse from a lock-
in, but as the maximum possible resistance change is seen under unmodulated irradiation
it sets an upper limit. The other is to divide modulated photoresponse in terms of pho-
toresistance by the effective temperature coefficient. In both cases the small features that
remain correlate to the behaviour of the resistance, with the only sizeable feature being
the divergence at 1T due to the curves crossing each other and the difference subsequently
going to zero.
Making an alteration to the method to find a ratio of the difference in resistance when
irradiated and not can provide greater sensitivity and applicability to both modulated
and unmodulated situations. Rather than dividing the resistance or photoresistance by
the difference in resistance at two (effective) temperatures, this means taking the difference
when irradiated from the lower temperature and dividing as before by the difference at the
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two temperatures. The bolometric nature of the photoresponse at low magnetic field is
shown in (fig.8.8) using this ratio: Rxx(1µA No Laser) - Rxx(10µA Unmodulated Laser)/
Rxx(1µA No Laser) - Rxx(10µA No Laser).
For Horstman et al. removing the bolometric contribution revealed a previously obscured
CR signal, but as can be seen here there are no features remaining (once the divergence
where curves cross is accounted for).
8.2.2. Properties of the photoresponse
The photoresponse on the plateau can be said to have been generally featureless, like
curve (2) in (fig.8.9) where the data was take in two parts to increase the sensivity for the
measurement of the plateau. Curve (1) is the one presented at the start of the chapter in
(fig.8.1) because it had the largest photoresponse observed, together with usual transport
data. Curves (1) and (3) show some of the unusual features that were observed. The carrier
density is a possible factor in these behaviours, as it was changed between measurement
runs. The carrier density values for curves (1) and (2) are estimates due to unusual features
in their Vxy curves, which means that based on more usual data, curve (2) is actually likely
to have had a carrier density a factor of 2 smaller: 3× 1010cm-2.
Curve (3) with its much lower carrier concentration has a low Fermi energy ∼ 7meV.
Not only is this much lower than the 20-30meV seen for the rest of the data taken,
but it approaches the level of electron-hole puddles that occur near the Dirac point in
graphene. The high photoresistance is reflected in the high longitudinal resistance (2kΩ
at 3T up to 3.6kΩ at 11T) in this measurement. However, unlike the bulk the resistance
which increases smoothly, the photoresistance has small increases which were somewhat
reproducible and these could be indicative of new conduction paths being created. Similar
photoresistance was seen using a 2-terminal configuration at a higher carrier density where
the resistance was known to be 26.5kΩ.
The photoresponse seen at high field (fig.8.9)in curve (1) does bear a resemblance to the
wide resonances seen in the work by Deacon et al. [94]. If it was considered to be a peak
centred at 12T, it would however be even wider, 8T, compared to the 4T widths seen in
[94]. It is not possible to say whether the rising low level response at high field reaches a
maximum at 12T for certain. Furthermore at a photon energy of 124meV the resonance
would be expected at 9T.
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Figure 8.9.: A typical response curve (2) contrasted with one at low carrier density (3) and
one with a rising response at high field (1). (2) was measured in two parts in order to increase
sensitivity on the plateau.
Other possible explanations relate to the substrate. SiC has a restrahlen band, with
anomalously high reflectance occuring at 10µm. Data was taken using irradiation with
5µm laser diode to investigate whether this was having an effect, however the wide rise
at high magnetic field was not observed again with either diode so the cause could not
be determined. The data under 5µm irradiation showed the bolometric effect seen with
10µm irradiation and no other features, but all signal was orders of magnitude smaller.
Since coupling, photon energy, diode outpower all play a role in the different magnitude
of the photoresponse seen, it has not been possible to establish if the restrahlen band also
contributes.
Charge transfer from the substrate could be a possible contributing factor. However,
the recent work in quantifying the charge transfer would indicate the opposite, instead
maintaining close to exact filling [95] and thus facilitating the long plateaus seen in EpiG
Hall devices [51]. In fact, the persistence of integer filling is the best estimate at this time
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for the absence of large photoresponse like that in Deacon et al. [94]. Although Watanabe
et al. have claimed to see a (much smaller) cyclotron resonance based photovoltaic response
[122] it was not discernible in the presence of dc bias current at 5K which is the closest
approximation to the data here.
8.2.3. Current dependence of the photoresponse
Figure 8.10.: The current dependence of the bolometric photoresponse was investigated using
low power modulation. These measurements were taken at high frequency ac modulation (∼3kHz)
Applying increasing bias current is usually a good way to establish a temperature depen-
dence, by establishing equivalence with Joule heating. Unfortunately the dependence of
response on current is neither straightforward, nor is it universal across data runs.
The features of the dominant component reverse sign when the bias current is reversed,
a common bolometric response trait. At one particular power setting (and therefore
wavelength), the negative and positive parts of the component were more equal in size and
the resulting response curve had two humps instead. This shows that the shape of response
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Figure 8.11.: The dominant component of lock-in voltage has a strong magnetic field depen-
dence. The shape is found to correlate difference in Rxx due to irradiation (fig.8.4). This was taken
at low power modulation, but the shape is unchanged at higher modulation or bias current.
and so presumable the difference in resistance due irradiation can be altered.
The dependence of photoresponse on device bias current was investigated using small
modulation of the power around the usual mid point of the diode, resulting in low overall
power and small modulation of the power. It can be said that in general the magnitude of
the signal increased with bias current, and that reversing the current direction produced
a slightly smaller response (fig.8.10). 5µA and -2µA showed deviation, with the former
significantly larger than expected and the latter smaller. However, bearing in mind the
real value of the response and its origin, a proper evaluation of the response needs to take
the total response into account (fig.8.12a) 2. The total response is usually larger than the
peak, but the amount varies depending on the amount of offset in signal recorded (which
also explains the slight decrease in the total response for -7µA).
2When evaluating the total response from magnitude of response data this means adding the value of the
smaller peak to the larger one, but also subtracting the value of the “minimum” between the two.
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(a) The photoresponse increases with bias
current. A linear dependence is possible but
results in many outliers.
(b) The diamond points are data collected
at low frequency ac modulation and show
much greater photoresistance as well as in-
crease with bias current rather than decreas
as at high frequency modulation.
Figure 8.12.: Current dependence and effect of frequency of ac modulation
The photoresponse in volts is significant because of the signal to noise ratio, but as a
physical interpretation the photoresistance can be more interesting. The increase in re-
sponse does not does not keep pace with the increase in current (fig.8.12b), so in terms
of a photoresistance the response seems to be decreasing (14Ω at -1µA to 6Ω at -10 µA).
However, these low excitation measurements were taken at a high frequency ac modu-
lation (∼ 3kHz), whereas much a greater signal was obtained at low frequency (11Hz).
Measuring at low frequency ac modulation, increasing the current consistently increased
the size of the response recorded. The increase from 1µA to 10µA increased the signal by
two orders of magnitude, and so the photoresistance by a factor of 10. At low excitation
there had been no indication of anything but a weak dependence of signal on modulation
frequency.
The photoresistance plot shows low frequency measurements with squares and the high
frequency ones with diamonds (fig.8.12b). The highest signal obtained at 1µA with larger
modulation and so excitation comparable to the high frequency measurements is included
for comparison as is a 2-terminal measurement at high excitation which gave the largest
signal recorded for 1µA at low frequency modulation.
Considering the clearly bolometric nature of the low field response and the demonstration
of its origin as due to the difference in resistance and altered carrier density under irra-
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diation, it is still not clear why there is such a significant increase in photoresponse with
bias current when measured at low frequency ac modulation. For a future application
as a bolometric detector, such as that by Kalugin et al. [89], this could warrant further
investigation.
Effect of dc current
(a) The photoresponse at 1µA bias cur-
rent increases with magnetic field until the
plateau is reached.
(b) The photoresponse at 10µA bias cur-
rent decreases with magnetic field until the
plateau is reached and is most noisy in the
region of the SdH oscillation. This becomes
pronounced under irradiation.
Figure 8.13.: Photoresponse to unmodulated laser recorded on lock-in
The suppression of resistance by increased bias current, but particularly the alteration
to the SdH oscillation is of significance in these measurements of photoconductivity in
epitaxial graphene. Investigations have been carried out in semiconductors 2DEGs re-
garding the suppression of resistivity by the application of an electric field in the presence
of a strong magnetic field [124]. In these works extra oscillations were also present in the
magneto-oscillations [125, 126]. The latter are clearly absent here, as they were for Tan
et al. [65] yet they still attribute the inversion of their SdH maximum with increased bias
current on their graphene device to altered transport due to the electric field of the dc
current.
Photoresponse data was recorded for resistance measurements irradiated with unmodu-
lated laser power. Of course, in the absence of modulation the photoresponse data is very
noisy, and in fact without modulation the “locked-in” frequency has no significance so any
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similarities are coincidental and the data would be discarded. Nonetheless some features
were discerned, and it seems to illustrate a qualitative change in behaviour between 1µA
and 10µA (fig.8.13a, fig.8.13b).
It is known that there is inhomogeneity in the device and that the contact resistances are
poor. However there were also unusual non-linear I-V characteristics with a magnetic field
dependence that were recorded, which also suggest a change in transport.
Whether due to charge transfer, or an alteration in electron diffusion by the electric field
[126], it seems that the photoresponse, especially when the laser power is modulated to
simulate chopping, amounts to a change between different energy distributions in the
device.
8.3. Discussion
A sizeable photoresponse was observed at low magnetic field, with no significant features
found on the ν = 2 plateau (fig.8.1). This was found to be bolometric in nature, but
significantly affected by a small misalignment in the SdH oscillation under irradiation
(fig.8.2). The misalignment indicates a change in carrier density, or perhaps an alteration
to electron diffusion [65, 124]. Since it is now known that in epitaxial graphene the breadth
of the ν = 2 plateau is due charge transfer maintaining integer filling [95], rather than
other mechanisms found in conventional 2DEGs, this could potentially be of interest in
the future, especially where dc biasing is unavoidable as it was here.
It is unclear whether the bolometric effect is linear in current, but the components reverse
with negative bias current showing at least that much agreement with other works [122,
121, 115, 88]. Further investigation is needed into the frequency dependence, but it is
likely that as long as one component dominates the lock-in signal a simple dependence
will be found. If the components are altered the shape of the photoresponse is altered
significantly.
The absence of a photoresponse such as that seen by Deacon et al. is not clear [94],
although the persistent integer filling may be the cause. The presence of photovoltaic
response on the plateau such as that seen by Watanabe et al. [122] cannot be ruled out
as it would not be expected to be seen at 4.2K. No CR resonance away from the flank of
the plateau was observed [121, 115], but the width of the plateau, absence of electrostatic
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gating and the high photon energy required for graphene do not make epitaxial graphene
the ideal material for observing that type of response.
The bolometric photoresponse was found to correspond to the difference in resistance due
irradiation. However, the magnitude of the resistance differences at different bias currents
does not fully account for the magnitude of photoresistance obtained. Whether there are
any transverse components contributing could not be studied in time, but the change in
transverse resistance due to irradiation is less than 1% greater at 10µA than 1µA bias
current.
These measurements verified the robustness of the corona discharge gating against ex-
ternal radiation, as well as providing unique information on epitaxial graphene, but also
suggesting a technique other than cyclotron emission would be better for investigating
quantum Hall breakdown.
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regime
Schurr et al. [97] demonstrated that at equilibrium the noise of 2DEG corresponds to its
macroscopic resistance. Using a Hall bar allows the noise power density of one equipo-
tential line to be measured in the quantum Hall regime, which then corresponds to the
transverse resistance as both equipotential lines are crossed travelling between the source
and drain contacts. Using two contacts on opposite sides of the device allows the cross-
spectral density to be found, which corresponds to the longitudinal resistance. However,
they did this by looking at the introduction and increase of 1/f noise up to about 11 kHz
as a result of applied current (and filling factor). Meanwhile, Chida et al. [99] employed a
resonator set-up with a simple two-contact AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure device, so the
noise is determined by the transverse resistance on the plateau. They applied increasing
bias voltage and record the ‘excess noise’, so-called because it is in excess of that caused
by the device at thermal equilibrium. They observed a sharp breakdown behaviour
In transport measurements it is usually longitudinal resistance which is investigated at
breakdown, because a deviation from zero resistance is more readily observable than de-
viation from the Hall resistance value. Typically ∆Rxy =k ∆Rxx, with k ∼ 0.7 for GaAs
and ∼ 0.1 for graphene [127]. However, by using two amplifiers and extracting the cross-
correlation of the excess noise, Chida et al. found that they were able to very sensitively
determine not only the breakdown, but precursor behaviour attributed to non-equilibrium
electrons with the quantum Hall state still intact. Below are presented investigations on
Hall bars, using cross-correlation at one contact in a 4-terminal transport configuration
together with transport measurement.
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9.1. System validation using AlGaAs/GaAs 2DEG
Following tests of the probe and eliminating noise sources at room temperature, 77K and
4.2K, it was deemed at good idea to evaluate the system with a well known conventional
2DEG Hall bar device. This could then be compared to existing noise measurements of
the QH regime. It also has the advantage of many features due to its parabolic energy
dispersion, which then ought to give an idea of what to look for in the sparser graphene
landscape.
Figure 9.1.: Rxx and Rxy for GaAs with carrier density, n = 2.5×1011cm−2. The ν = 2 plateau
at 6T is fully quantised and just less than 0.4T wide.
As described earlier, the LC circuit together with the resistance of the device creates a
resonance peak in voltage and using two amplifiers allows the correlation, Xr, of the noise
to be extracted. Xr has subtracted the uncorrelated part of the noise, that is relevant to
each amplifier, but unrelated to the sample of S1 and S2. As is clearly seen in figure 9.2
the background contributions of the amplifiers are much reduced.
The area under the resonance peak is a measure of dissipation and hence reflects the
resistance of the device. the centre frequency is determined by L and C, while the width
(at the full width half maximum) of the resonance is given by 1/2piRC (6.1). However,
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Figure 9.2.: Comparison of the noise powers (S1, S2) of the amplifiers on channel 1 and 2 with
the correlation of the noise on the two channels, Xr at multiple currents.
here R is an effective resistance as it is actually the impedance of the measurement system
as whole. For a measurement in the quantum Hall state, the amplifier will form a parallel
resistance reducing the effective resistance accordingly.
The total square gain of the measurement system can be calculated by dividing the peak
value by the effective resistance from the width. The effective resistance is what should be
being recorded, while the peak is supposed to be that value multiplied by the gain.
Looking at figure 9.3a it is clear that the resistance is unchanging for a broad range of
current then increases abruptly. Plotting the normalised Xr values against bias current
this is revealed to be a very sharp breakdown behaviour (fig.9.3a).
(a) The noise breakdown is very sharp and
corresponds the change in Vxx.
(b) Normalised Xr shows the hump at 21µA
to be precursor behaviour
Figure 9.3.: Breakdown and precursor behaviour
Figure 9.3a contrasts this sharp noise breakdown with Vxx and shows good agreement in
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shape and position in current, indicating that it is indeed breakdown of the QH state.
Below the critical current, Ic, Vxx is small but linear.
There is a slight rise in noise prior to Ic at about 21µA. In order to better examine it,
change in correlated noise is plotted in figure 9.3b. Although still small, enlarging the
feature it can be seen to be a well resolved precursor behaviour, with the feature better
defined than even that seen by Chida et al. [99]. This indicates that this technique is a
very sensitive measure for QH breakdown.
It is perhaps instructive to compare precursor behaviour to cyclotron emission by the
device. As shown in many investigations [84, 83], CE occurs prior to breakdown, once the
Hall slope is sufficient to generate significant non-equilibirum transport to the contacts.
It then becomes much larger once breakdown occurs. Precursor behaviour in terms of the
bootstrap heating model, can be interpreted as the presence of non-equlibrium electrons,
but before the avalanche has fully developed.
Figure 9.4.: Colour maps of noise power and Vxx over broad range of field and bias current.
The ν = 2 and ν = 4 plateaus present in both. Noise is more sensitive to breakdown, but having
Vxx for comparison helps to interpret the noise colour map.
By performing an automated series of current sweeps at different magnetic fields a colour
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map of breakdown can be obtained (fig.9.4). Comparing the colour maps for Vxx and
noise power it can be seen that both the ν = 2 and ν = 4 plateaus are well resolved. The
noise is shown to be more sensitive to current, and so the breakdown on the plateaus are
very sharp. Looking between the two plateaus it can be seen that it is also sensitive to the
plateau broadening at ν = 2 and therefore filling factor. The gradual change in Vxx does
not reveal details of the system effectively, but does give better definition to the position
of the plateau, so it seems the two plots are complimentary.
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9.2. Noise measurement of epitaxial graphene
(a) Rxx vanishes but does not go to zero
and Rxy reaches a plateau, but not of the
quantised value.
(b) Breakdown-like behaviour is observed in
Rxx, with very high values of Ic
Figure 9.5.: Transport on epitaxial graphene
Using the same configuration as for the GaAs measurement, an epitaxial graphene (EpiG)
sample was mounted on the probe. However, as demonstrated in figure 9.5a, EpiG at low
carrier density reaches the ν = 2 plateau easily within 5T, and does not have multiple SdH
oscillations. Instead there is wide plateau which ought to be well suited to investigating
the breakdown of the quantum Hall effect.
It was found that the Hall bar had high contact resistance of 150Ω. In spite of this,
the nominally ν = 2 plateau showed very little deviation (fig.9.5a), and breakdown-like
behaviour was observed at unexpectedly high bias currents (fig.9.5b) despite the absence
of proper quantisation (fig.9.5a inset).
Breakdown current, Ic is usually the value at which the dissiptionless QH state becomes
resistive once more. Since a significant increase in resistance is observed in this data,
which constitutes a change in behaviour for the device, it will be referred to as breakdown
current for simplicity.
There were shifts in initial transport and noise values, but collectively the datasets showed
cohesive behaviour. Considering the high currents and prolonged measurement batches
the device was subjected to, the shifts could be due to low level thermal cycling of the
device.
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The breakdown current can be observed for lower values of magnetic field of this wide ν = 2
plateau, but are barely observable for higher magnetic field within the safely applicable
bias current range of 600µA (fig.9.5b). Ic at 5T is markedly lower than for 6T, and the
values for 7T to 10T are all closely grouped around the 6T value.
It is found that the noise behaviour agrees closely with the resistance and neither show any
precursor behaviour (fig.9.5b, 9.6a). However, it is clear that this breakdown behaviour is
much more gradual than for the GaAs device and is not the typical sharp breakdown.
(a) Noise power spectrum curves for mag-
neticfields between 4 and 10T.
(b) Fixed current (460µA)curve showing the
noise power dependence on magnetic field.
Figure 9.6.: Noise at high magnetic field
The appearance of sharpness in the noise values is due to the log-log scale, but is also
indicative of the greater sensitivity of the type of measurement. The breakdown current
at 4T is much lower than for 5T, and so is left off fig 9.5b. The noise power curves for
between 4T to 5T and between 5T and 6T are included in order to demonstrate that there
is an S-shape present in the noise (fig 9.6a) albeit on a log-log scale. The S-shape is a key
component of bootstrap type heating [77, 76], but despite the similarity here it evolves
over hundreds of microamps.
At higher magnetic field (6-10T), not only is saturation not reached within the bias currents
applied, the but the increase in noise is minimal. Excess noise at high field is the result
of QH breakdown (fig.9.6a). For the grouped values of Ic barely any excess noise is
seen.
The excess noise at low fields is the result of dissipative transport. Figure 9.7b shows a
cross section at 40µA, which has a cross-over at 2T. This higher noise corresponds to the
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(a) Noise power spectrum curves for mag-
netic fields between 2 and 4T.
(b) Fixed current (40µA) section of noise
curves showing the dependence on magnetic
field.
Figure 9.7.: Noise at low magnetic field
sample resistance values as measured by magnetotransport. Comparing this to the inset
of figure 9.3a), the crossover corresponds to the resistance which is dominant (prior to the
plateau1 this is Rxx).
In both high and low magnetic field the behaviour is determined by the relationship of
the bias current to the available extended states. Considering the orders of magnitude
higher current applied at high field there is remarkably little difference in the magnitude
of noise recorded at low field and low current. The mechanism and dynamics behind the
heating in the two regimes deserves further consideration, as despite the similarities, they
ought be different as at low field simple dissipative heating occurs, while at high field the
dissipationless state is broken.
The resistance plot of figure 9.5b is reproduced in figure 9.8 in more detail in order to
demonstrate that there is a systematic cross-over behaviour in Ic. The highest Ic is
obtained at 8T and there is a clear change in slope for the dissipative current on either
side of it. The curves between 9T and 10T are included to demonstrate that these changes
are a continuous transformation. The grouping and cross-over may be explained by charge
transfer from the substrate which prevents deviation from exact integer filling as seen in
[95].
1This is may be due to bias current, but longitudinal components were not reported in the one contact
transverse resistance measurement by Schurr et al. [97].
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Figure 9.8.: The Ic values for B>6T are very close together, but still form a continuous crossover
as maximum Ic is reached at 8T and the slope for dissipation alters.
However, choosing the value of Ic is made difficult by the similarity and grouping of the
curves. While some deviation starts to occur at 200µA, it is difficult to quantify a change
before 300µA, where the change in resistance is about 10%. Selecting 20Ω deviation to be
the value for breakdown is an increase of 25% but the curves can be distinguished.
Alternatively looking at the change in resistance for the curves at 400µA where the 8T
curve diverges from the 7T one, yields the type of asymmetry characteristic for plots of Ic
against magnetic field or filling factor, but as seen for epitaxial graphene. In conventional
2DEGs the same plots are typified by symmetric ‘triangle behaviour’ [76] with the max-
imum at exactly integer filling factor. The asymmetry in EpiG is due to charge transfer,
which has recently been shown to have strong magnetic field dependence [95]. As a result
once on the ν = 2 plateau and at integer filling the deviation away from it is predicted to
be small and gradual, supporting this as the explanation for figure 9.8.
Unfortunately the bunching of Ic values at high field affects the noise measurements in the
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same way. Nonetheless figure 9.6a shows there is an advantage in using noise to determine
breakdown at lower fields as opposed using the resistance value. This is thanks to the
sharpness of the increase, which may be due to the high sensitivity of the measurement
system as seen with GaAs.
At low fields, i.e. before the plateau, the noise is high and dissipative. As a result the
transport measurements need to be considered as well, because the current dependences of
Rxx at different magnetic fields are not straight forward, so a constant value cannot simply
be applied to obtain the temperature. Graph 9.9a shows the current dependence of the
longitudinal resistance between 2T and 4T i.e. from the maximum of the SdH oscillation
to the plateau. There is clear non-linear behaviour at low currents, and two gradients,
resulting in a curvature which diminishes as the field is increased. While this is not under
investigation here, it should be noted that the slope of this behaviour can be completely
reversed at sufficiently high field.
High contact resistance is a possible cause for unusual non-linear behaviour at low bias
currents (fig.9.9a), and may be the reason that Rxx did not go to zero, instead ranging
between 11 and 18 ohms.
(a) A gradient is seen in the current depen-
dence of Rxx with a curvature at low field at-
tributed to an offset in the device.The gradi-
ent is reduced with increasing magnetic field
and can even be reversed.
(b) Rxx and Rxy plotted for both field direc-
tions. There is a SdH oscillation for -B but
not +B. The absence of the oscillation is a
sometime feature of EpiG.
Figure 9.9.: Transport asymmetry and offset
The full range of behaviour, including measurement of different current ranges to check
for consistency, was carried out from 0T to 10T and in both magnetic field polarities. The
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same behaviours were seen, but were found to occur at different magnetic field and current
values. This appears to be as a result of the asymmetric transport behaviour as seen in
figure 9.9b). This suggests that the shift may be carrier density related and may explain
why it is dependent on both current and field.
9.2.1. Evaluation of the breakdown
The theoretical thermal noise and ideal shot noise, SV = 4kBRxy + 2e I Rxy give large
values because in this configuration Rxy dominates, giving 20 nV
2/Hz at 1µA, which is
large even compared to the noise values found at breakdown. Additionally attempting to
plot SV divided by Rxx to relate it to temperature gave slow rising curves and S-shapes
that could not be successfully quantified, nor related to a T 3 or T 4 energy loss rate.
Fortunately, Chida et al. [99] were able to correlate the excess noise observed as a result
of quantum Hall breakdown with an electron temperature that was of the order of the
cyclotron energy (10K). Theirs was a resonant circuit set up like the one used here and so
it is possible to apply the same method of analysis. The use of the GaAs sample to test
the measurement system will now make a direct comparison possible.
The peak of the resonance (in nV2/Hz) is given by
P0 = A
[
SV +
(
ZR
Z +R
)2
SI +
(
ZR
Z +R
)2
Sdev
]
(9.1)
SI and SV are the current and voltage noise of the amplifiers, Z is the impedance of the
system and R is the resistance of the device. A is the square of the total gain of the
amplifier, which was found to be 7×105. Sdev is the excess noise caused by applying bias
voltage plus the thermal noise at zero bias.
Where current and voltage noise of the amplifier are small, the first two terms become
negligible. If the impedance is much greater than the resistance, then ZR/Z+R gives
approximately the effective resistance, as found from width of the resonance. That value
can be used, or, since the value of the device resistance in the quantum Hall state is close
to the value of the effective resistance, an estimation can be made to simplify the term in
brackets to R.
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Sdev is current noise so rearranging the simplified relationship gives
SI =
P0
AR2
(9.2)
Making the approximation to R makes a small difference to SI. The temperature is then
TN = S/4kBG where G is the conductance. In Chida there was a 10 percent change in
conductance and the excess noise was observed to go from 0 to 30×10−27 A2/Hz. By
contrast in the GaAs sample used here the largest change in conductance (using ∆Rxy =k
∆Rxx) was 3 percent, but the change in noise at breakdown was three orders of magnitude
(fig.9.3a). This means that even if, for example, SI is calculated at the lowest, quantised
value to be on the order of 1K, the resulting temperature after breakdown is improbably
high.
Comparing the results of graphene to GaAs, due to the much more gradual increase, even
the highest noise value recorded which was at 4T with 600µA bias curren (fig.9.6a) is
an order of magnitude smaller than that recorded for GaAs. One way to investigate the
difference in behaviour at breakdown between the two materials is to consider the relative
amplitude of the noise.
In figures 9.6a and 9.7a the noise is given by the value of the peak, which increases by
orders of magnitude with bias current, but which includes a background. The background
is always an order of magnitude smaller than the peak value, so its subtraction has little
effect, but figure 9.3b shows that the sensitivity of the measurement is increased if the peak
is normalised by a zero current value. Similarly, normalising the peak by a value close to it
(3MHz) is more sensitive to the change in peak with current: the relative amplitude.
For GaAs the highest relative peak is found at 30µA, but the shape of figure 9.8a actually
agrees with figure 9.3a in terms of the bootstrap heating model [77, 76, 128]. At the
critical current where the energy gain rate exceeds the energy loss rate and the avalanche of
electron- hole pairs occurs, the noise has other contributing processes not just thermal ones
and so shows a sharp increase. As saturation is approached with the loss rate exceeding
the gain rate, a higher, but decreasing relative amplitude is found.
However for graphene the relative amplitudes are very similar at all bias currents, with
slightly higher values before the breakdown-like increase in resistance and slightly lower
afterwards. The highest value at 100µA could be a small increase from non-thermal
contributions, but it is not possible to be sure especially due to the fluctuation in relative
amplitude values.
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Figure 9.10.: c) and d) show the relative amplitude of the resonant noise peak, the peak divided
by the value at 3MHz. For relative amplitude vs bias current shows GaAs (a) to have a marked
increase at breakdown, with viable bootstrap type heating interpretation. For graphene (b) the
relative amplitude changes little and actually decreases after breakdown.
There is currently no explanation for the lower relative amplitude after breakdown, but
it suggests that the mechanisms that trigger avalanche type breakdown in GaAs are not
present in graphene. It seems from log scale plots of the noise divided by longitudinal
resistance (not included) that there is heating going on, but it is possible that the over-
heating is not suffiiciently large to overcome the length scale of the potential fluctuations
[76]. At breakdown GaAs undergoes an order of magnitude increase in noise due to an in-
crease in bias current of 2µA, while the same size of increase in noise for graphene requires
an increase of 170µA. Together with the fact that in graphene there is no jump in either
resistance or noise suggests a gradual overall change in the device, so the breakdown may
originate in some way from the bulk rather than the edge states.
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9.2.2. Discussion
Measurement of an AlGaAa/GaAs heterostructure allowed the measurement system to be
characterised using a well a quantised device, which showed a sharp breakdown indicative
of bootstrap heating. Using two channels to measure at one contact allows the measure-
ment to be sensitive enough to detect precursor behaviour from the correlation of the noise,
Xr. Obtaining colour maps also shows the greater sensitivity of the noise to breakdown,
compared to Vxx, but also the need to use Vxx as a basis for comparison.
The graphene device, which was not fully quantised, showed breakdown-like behaviour but
at very high bias currents. The noise measurements in particular showed very little increase
at magnetic fields above 6T. The critical currents at 6T to 10T grouped together and did
not show the triangle behaviour on the plateau that coventional 2DEGs do. There was
a maximum value at 8T, and there was a notable change in the slope of the breakdown
increase. Since the charge transfer on the ν = 2 plateau for epitaxial graphene has
been quantified [95] and shown to keep the filling factor close to integer filling over many
tesla this result not only makes sense, but illustrates the magnetic field dependent charge
transfer established in [95]. The gradual increase (and changing slopes) highlight the
difficulty in how to define the critical current.
Qualitatively the sharp breakdown of the GaAs sample agrees extremely well with the
findings of Chida et al. [99], but the noise increase is several orders of magnitude higher
preventing the extraction of the electron temperature. If the one contact measurement of
noise is considered to measure the proportion of states in the equipotential line, with break-
down resulting in the loss of some of those states, then the conductance and excess noise
data of Chida et al. illustrates this well. If this is the case then a gradual, slow breakdown
possibly indicates that a mechanism which is not directly coupled to the equipotential line
is causing the change, and so it could originate in the bulk of the device.
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During this project epitaxial graphene devices were investigated in magnetic fields and
low temperature to evaluate some of properties of the material with respect to its use in
the quantum standard for resistance.
The experimental work required a broad variety of equipment development, both indi-
vidual and collaborative. A 12T cryostat to be operated at 4.2K was refurbished and a
probe was constructed, wired and programmed for use with the tuning fork based scanning
probe microscopy and also with an optical fibre. A quantum cascade laser was charac-
terised before using it to evaluate the response of EpiG to 10µm irradiation. A puck for
sample loading into a cryogen-free dilution refrigerator was modified. A probe for noise
measurement was built together with homemade amplifiers and their power supply.
The heat dissipation, cyclotron resonance and quantum Hall breakdown of epitaxial graphene
were investigated. Weak localisation measurements demonstrated energy loss rates pro-
portional to T 3e − T 3L, even under microwave irradiation. In graphene this is indicative of
the presence of supercollisions, but the temperature of 8K is less than the value where
they are expected to occur. It was also shown that up to the GHz regime no additional in-
elastic scattering is seen in EpiG due to microwave irradiation. The phase coherence time
is shorter than the period of incoming radiation, so there is no time for direct interaction,
and as a result the effect remains bolometric.
The cyclotron resonance of EpiG Hall bars was probed by irradiation at 10µm (30THz),
but was not found. An unusual response was observed at the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillation
instead, which in addition to being bolometric indicated a change in carrier density. After
multiple attempts it seems that due to the very broad nature of the resonance in graphene,
it covers a lot of localised states which means that high carrier densities are preferable for
interacting with the cyclotron resonance. This is then at odds with the requirements for
good quantisation, which would provide the best state for detecting resonant absorption
because Rxx would go from zero to finite value.
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The noise measurement setup using a resonant peak was found be very sensitive and
successfully probed quantum Hall breakdown in GaAs. It was even able to reveal precursor
behaviour with better resolution than that reported in [99]. When investigating epitaxial
graphene no precursor behaviour was observed and any breakdown behaviour was smooth.
The device was not properly quantised, but still exhibited breakdown-like behaviour with
very high Ic of order 600µA. The breakdown current values were demonstrative of the
charge transfer from the substrate on the ν = 2 plateau, which maintains integer filling
and creates the long width of the plateau.
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